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FROM THE EDITOR 

COLUMBIA. Never has the name of our magazine resonated with both 
history and current events as much as may be found in the contents and 
timing of this issue. My now "customary" reaction on the morning of 

February 1st was eerily similar to that of September 11th. After first hearing of a 
startling development on the radio, I turned on the television to learn more. A 
newswoman, trying diligently to both pass on hard information and fill air time, 
made a cursory statement: "The Columbia was named after an 18th,century sailing 
ship." She moved on to a seemingly more compelling point. 

The spaceship Columbia was indeed named after an 18th,century sailing ship, 
but hardly an ordinary one. The ship's full name was Columbia Rediviva-Columbia 
reborn-and under the command of Robert Gray she was the first American vessel 
to cross the bar of the Columbia River, the fabled Great River of the West, in May 
1792. On this act of naval exploration the American claim to the lands of the 
Pacific Northwest was laid. 

Indeed, it is worthy of note that two of the remaining space shuttles have names 
of exploring vessels that were the Columbia Rediviva's approximate contemporar, 
ies-the Endeavour and Discovery of Captains Cook and Vancouver, respectively. 

Though now archaic, "Columbia" was once a favored name and symbol for 
American Democracy. Indeed, before the Statue of Liberty took on its mythical 
status as a three,dimensional emblem for the United States, variations of "Colum, 
bia" in art, statuary, and song served that role. It was within this context that Gray's 
ship was so named. 

Because of Gray and his vessel, the word Columbia looms large in the history of 
the Northwest as a region. This you will see reflected in two of this issue's stories, 
and exceptionally well,written ones at that. Robert Ficken and William Layman, 
two of our state's most accomplished writers, have graced the pages of COLUMBIA 
Magazine before but never so fittingly, it seems, in their subject matter. 

-David L. Nicandri, Executive Editor 
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HISTORY 
COMMENTARY 

Paddle--Wheeling the Lower Snake River Canyon 

By Junius Rochester 

Most Pacific Northwestemers 
know something about the 
lower Snake River Canyon, 

a great valley that is entirely within the 
state of Washington. However, few of us 
can enjoy this mysterious, historic high
way because of its relative inaccessibil
ity. For the past five years I have roamed 
this canyon as a historian aboard cruise ships, motor coaches, and 
railroads. The bulk of my trips have been aboard a stem-wheeler 
called Queen of the West. Many times have I stood on the top deck 
of that colorful riverboat, describing what I see and talking about 
the role the canyon has played in our western story. 

Come with me now on an imaginary journey up the Snake 
River Canyon from Sacajawea State Park to Clarkston, Washing
ton, through the rolling Palouse Hills and two major tributaries 
that feed the river in the canyon. The first is the Palouse River, 
once named "Drewers' River" by Lewis and Clark for one of the 
expedition members. This empties near the old Lyons Ferry cross
ing and is the site of the Marmes Rockshelter archaeological site. 
The second tributary, the SO-mile-long Tucannon, is a traditional 
aboriginal highway that meanders north from the Walla Walla 
Valley. Its name derives from a local root used as a food staple by 
the Lewis and Clark expedition. 

Glancing at the origin of local names 
helps us appreciate this historic strand. For 
example, early voyageurs (French rivermen
fur traders) called the 1,000-mile-long 
Snake River, "La Maudite Riviere Enragee," 
the accursed mad river. Since the construc
tion of four dams on the Snake in the 
1970s, the Frenchmen's name is no longer 
descriptive. There is some debate about 
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the source of the name "Snake." It likely derives from Sacagawea's 
people, the Shoshone Indians who lived along the upper reaches 
of the Snake River. Early white explorers claimed that the Sho
shone, or Snake Indians as they were called, painted snake heads 
on sticks to terrify their enemies. Another possibility: the Sho
shone used a snake-like hand motion to signify that they were 
from a place where salmon spawn. 

The name "Palouse" may derive from the French for "grass
land," although consideration must be given to the Indian word 
"Palus," which means "something sticking down in the water," 
most likely a certain large rock at the confluence of the Snake and 
Palouse Rivers. 

Although the earliest Euro-American visitors, including the 
Corps of Discovery, rode the downstream rapids to the Columbia 
River, reservoirs behind the large Snake River dams have resulted 
in a relatively placid ride, upstream or down. 

Our journey begins at the 19-acre, verdant Sacajawea State 
Park, six miles south of Pasco, Washington, fronting both the 
Snake and Columbia Rivers. There is an ongoing argument 
about the spelling of the name of the only female member of the 
Lewis and Clark expedition-"Sacagawea," according to most 
scholars, "Sakakawea" in the Dakotas, and "Sacajawea" in dated 
history books. 

William Clark noted in October 1805 that the Indians at this 
place had "bad teeth," probably from eating salmon and roots 
covered with gritty sand. Clark also wrote that at this juncture 
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"Capt. Lewis took a Voca
belary of the Language of 
those people" while he 
"took two men in a Small 
canoe and assended the 
Columbia river 10 miles 
to an Island." Clark was 
near today's Pasco and op
posite the mouth of the 
Yakima River. He ob

served great quantities of salmon drying on scaffolds. 
For the next seven miles, the widest part of the Snake River, we 

paddle through orchards and vineyards. White pelicans cluster on 
rocks. These graceful birds swoop near the dam's spillway, taking 
whatever fish heedlessly break the water's surface. 

Ice Harbor Dam, completed in 1976 and the first Snake River 
dam on our eastward journey, offers us the thrill of being enclosed 
within the 100-foot high locks and watching as the tub fills and 
the boat rises to the top like a watery phoenix. Fish ladders snuggle 
against the dam. The name "Ice Harbor" preserves a page from the 
steamboat era of the 1860s to 1890s. In that bygone time, when 
inclement weather occurred, steamboats tied up or anchored in a 
riverside bay at this location-i.e., ice harbor. 

Mismatched doors stand at each end of the lock. At Ice Harbor 
one of those massive gates is called "Guillotine," and it does in
deed resemble the infamous French terminator. The opening of 
the locks is determined by the lockmaster. Like a city traffic stop, 
when the green light turns on, deck hands cast off and away we go, 
in this case into 30-mile-long Lake Sacajawea. 

T he Snake River Canyon has several relatively isolated, 
tidy riverside parks. These oases provide boat harbors, 
restrooms, a canopy of trees over picnic tables, RV hook

ups, and green lawn stretching to the water's edge. Except during 
high summer, these well-maintained patches have few visitors, a 
circumstance I have never understood, because canyon weather, 
except for rare winter storms, is usually mild. 

In 1861 Lawrence W. Coe and R. R. Thompson decided to 
explore the lower Snake River aboard their 125-foot-long steam
ship, the Colonel Wright. Because the Wright, like all paddle
wheelers of its time, burned a tremendous amount of wood, fuel 
was in short supply througout the canyon. Coe and Thompson 
rigged her with a mast and large "lug" sail to provide extra power. 

Despite snagging a ferryman's cable, the Wright churned upriver, 
passing Palouse Rapids. At T exas/T ucannon Rapids (named for 
an early riverside town called Texas City), the cumbersome sail 
was set and the brave boat struggled and steamed its way to the 
mouth of the Clearwater River, site of today's Clarkston, Wash
ington, and Lewiston, Idaho. The rapids faced by the Colonel 
Wright have since disappeared. However, today's travelers pass 
every creek, ancient landslide, valley, and basalt monument seen 
by the Colonel Wright crew during her exciting maiden voyage. 

Lonely farms are sprinkled along the water's edge, many ap
pearing to be isolated on grassy benchland with no egress. To me 
they look like perfect places to write a book, paint a picture, or 
contemplate the world at large. Over the hills nestle the small 
towns of Eureka, Kahlotus, and Starbuck. Nearby, Wawawai, a 
giant pyramid-shaped river rock, gives the neighboring Lower 
Granite Dam its name. 

Beginning about 30 miles upstream from Wawawai, big-shoul
dered Palouse hills dominate both sides of the river. Waterborne 
travelers, surrounded by these hills, sometimes feel that they are in 
an enclosed, secret world. How were these geological wonders 
created? Millions of years ago volcanic and plate tectonic action 
lifted the mountains, causing a series of lava flows to emerge from 
the fissures. Lava coated the Columbia Plain to a depth of 3,000 
feet. The next apocalypse took place approximately 20,000 years 
ago when 40 or more great floods roared through the canyon at 
over 60 miles per hour. The floodwaters, released by melting or 
collapsing ice dams, smoothed and sculpted the jagged basalt. The 
Snake River meanders through these formations, providing a 
grand geological show. 

After explorers and fur traders had investigated the area, Immi
grant Trail veterans in the 1850s and 1860s drifted north and 
established small wheat ranches in Palouse county. They discov
ered that the rich soil-a combination of volcanic ash, windblown 
loess and natural vegetation-nurtured grain crops. And there 
was enough hilltop precipitation to keep the soil damp. Sowing 
and reaping, however, were challenging to farmers because of 
sharp inclines and occasional basalt outcroppings. The next prob
lem was getting wheat to the river for shipment downstream. 
Farmer ingenuity produced troughs or flumes that carried wheat 
downhill at great speed. Before baffles were added, bagged or raw 
wheat smoked (the original "Puffed Wheat?") or sometimes ex
ploded at the bottom of the run. Snake River Canyon travelers 
can still trace hillside scars of the old flumes. 

Today's Palouse wheat ranches are corporate and huge, pro
ducing both winter and spring crops. The wheat is taken to the 
river or railroad siding by truck. Instead of the bare hilltops seen by 
Lewis and Clark, we see wheat fields on the crown of each hill, 
sometimes green and growing, sometimes golden and awaiting 
harvest. The bulk of today's Palouse wheat is grown to make 
noodles, a major Asian export. 

Railroads played an important role in the development of the 
lower Snake River. In 1879 the town of Ainsworth was founded by 
the Northern Pacific (NP) at the mouth of the Snake River to 
accommodate white and Chinese construction crews. The Or
egon Railway and Navigation Company, the NP's successor, laid 
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tracks north and south from Ainsworth. Timber for the town's 
mills was cut in Idaho and floated downriver. The NP sent stone
masons from Minnesota to build railroad bridge foundations while 
the stones themselves were mined in the Snake River Canyon. 

Continuing upstream, we approach Lower Monumental Dam, 
completed in 1978 and named for nearby Monumental Rock, an 
ornate basalt wall called "Ship Rock" by Lewis and Clark. The cap
tains thought it resembled a ship's hull. In this area many early 
travelers encountered rapids and had trouble obtaining fuel and food. 

Although passengers now move through treeless acreage, dur
ing the spring season green wheat fields and wildflowers-espe
ciall y large patches of purple vetch-carpet the hillsides. The 
Palouse valleys are green with shrubbery, hackberry, willow, 
stubby trees, and pathways to mysterious places on "the other 
side." The canyon's hills are blazed with horizontal cattle trails. 

After passing the Palouse and T ucannon Rivers, near the small 
village of Riparia, we gently glide eastward over what was once 
known as the Texas Rapids. Early travelers anticipated a fearsome 
ride at this location. Lewis and Clark gave us a description ( Octo
ber 13, 1805): " ... very dangerous, about two miles in length and 
strewed with rocks in every direction, so as to require great dexter
ity to avoid running against them." After surviving that ride, the 

captains entered another four-mile rapid in which the river became 
"compressed into a narrow channel, not more than 25 yards wide." 

Our next barrier is Little Goose Dam, also completed in 1978. 
It was named for a large rock that now lies in deep water. Like the 
other lower Snake River dams, it produces a relatively small 
amount of hydroelectric power ( compared to Columbia River 
dams). It does not contribute to flood control or irrigation but is 
important as a transportation link to the upper river. Each of the 
four Snake River locks lifts watercraft 100 feet. Clarkston (see 
below), is 7 40 feet above sea level and 464 miles inland. 

M isunderstandings between settlers and Indians in the 
1850s caused the United States Army to intervene. 
Forts were established along the Columbia and Snake 

Rivers, including large encampments at Walla Walla and The 
Dalles. Fort Taylor, constructed along the south bank of the Snake 
near the Tucannon River, figured in one of the clashes between 
Indians and the military. From this fort Colonel George Wright 
and his 700 regulars and 200 civilian packers and Indian scouts 
conducted a retaliatory campaign against a band of allied Indians 
who a few months earlier had badly mauled Lieutenant Colonel 
Edward J. Steptoe's force. Steptoe's ignominious defeat and des

- ---'--- ----------------------------------, 0 perate flight southward toward the Snake 
[' under the cover of night was a setback 
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2 for the army and dispiriting to settlers. 
[ Wright's campaign included the system
! atic slaughter of some 900 Indian horses 
]. near today's Liberty Lake. 
~ Near mile 80 ( measured from the 
a Snake River's mouth), desolate, mid
j. channel New York Island ( once called 
~ "Rabbit Island") lies ahead. Spectacular 
::r: 
en basalt formations surround the island. 

and a navigational marker directs skip
pers to the deepest channel. A few miles 
upstream we pass the Central Ferry site, 
once called Reform. Today it hosts a 
highway bridge and park. The area now 
contains few signs of human activity. In 



fact, like much of the trip, this crossroads suggests tranquility 
and soothing silence. 

The subject of dams and salmon is a Pacific Northwest hot 
topic. Most river salmon are hatchery-bred. Saving the threatened 
wild salmon, however, has become a central issue among inter
ested parties: Indian nations, sports and commercial fishers, coun
ties, states, tourism interests, environmental organizations, agri
business, the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Bonneville Power 
Administration. Some of the problems under scrutiny include the 
dams (should they be partially opened to allow a free-running 
river?), pollution, agricultural and logging practices, overfishing 
in the North Pacific, and the growth of towns and cities. Aspects 
of this issue frequently arise among modern Snake River travelers. 

In October 1805 William Clark wrote about Indian sweatbaths 
downstream from today's Lower Granite Dam, describing them as 
" ... batheing in a hot bath made by hot stones thrown into a 
pon(d) of water." A day or so later he again witnessed this activity 
but added that the bathers descended into a six-foot-deep hole, 
taking jugs of water with them. Clark observed at this point that 
Indian "disorders" were few, but they treated almost any illness 
with the "great use of swetting." 

On their return journey in May 1806 the captains treated 
several ailing Nez Perce along the canyon with "horsemint," 
"cream of tartar," "flour of Sulphur," "eye water," "onion poltice," 
and the unpopular (with the men) "portable soup." They also 
treated Sacagawea's baby, Jean-Baptiste, who was "dangerously 
ill" with a swollen jaw and throat. A day later several Indians 
arrived, requesting treatment. Again the remedy of a sweatbath 
was tried. Lewis describes the scene: 

The patient being strip[p]ed naked was seated under this orningin the 
hole and the blankets well secured on every side. The patient was 
furnished with a vessell of water which he sprinkles on the bottom 
and sides of the hole and by that means creates as much steam or 
vapor as he could possibly bear, in this situation he was kept about 20 
minutes after which he was taken out and suddonly plunged in cold 
water twise and was then immediately returned to the sweat hole. 

Lewis later notes that the treatment was successful. 
Approaching Lower Granite Dam, Boyer Park is on the right 
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bank. This green and groomed 
recreational area has everything, 
including a comfortable boat ha
ven. The dam, completed in 
1978, is connected to the park by 
an asphalt walkway. 

After rising to the top of the 
lock, passengers see flotsam 
everywhere, most of it from dis

tant Idaho forests. Boards, deadheads, and even whole logs are 
caught in this dam and periodically removed for reprocessing 
in upstream Idaho mills. This is also the site of some rare out
croppings of granite. 

The federal government utilizes red and white juvenile fish 
barges, with heavy mesh on the hull, so that fingerlings can 
"smell" their way home in a few years as mature fish. These un
usual barges have first priority in the locks ( commercial craft are 
next), transporting fish through the eight large dams on the Snake 
and Columbia for release on a path to the sea. Does this expensive 
fish transportation system work? Apparently so, as hatchery fish 
runs have increased over the past 20 years. The effort, however, 
has little to do with traditional wild salmon runs. 

Silcott Island, at milepost 130, is named for an abandoned 
town on the south bank of the Snake at its junction with Alpowai 
Creek. The site was once a Nez Perce settlement led by Chief 
Timothy and Chief Red Wolf. When the boundaries of the Nez 
Perce reservation were reduced in the 1860s by the federal govern
ment, the Alpowai village found itself isolated. White settlers 
moved in and the town of Silcott took root. In its heyday the town, 
named for a former sheriff and ferry operator (1860s), had a trad
ing post, stage stop, and ferry landing. 

We know that modern development is around the corner 
when large hillside homes can be seen west of 
Clarkston. On our port side is industrial activity. 

Soon Clarkston proper appears to starboard. Straight ahead the 
mouth of the Clearwater River shines in the sun, and the buildings 
of Lewiston march up the distant hills. Bridges over both rivers tie 
the two communities together. Levees hold back occasional wild 
waters, especially from the Salmon River to the south, which is 
unchecked by dams. This is Nez Perce country. With turbulent 
histories of mining, steamships, army incursions, and wheat grow
ing, the two cross-river cities share a common economy as the 
eastern terminus of water traffic from the sea. 

At this point-139 miles from the mouth of the Snake River
our canyon adventure has taken us through a quiet, almost secret, 
corner of Washington and also one of the most eye-filling and 
historic water routes in the western United States. 

Junius Rochester is a historian, researcher, writer, and speaker on Pacific 
Northwest historv. 
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The Influence of 
H. H. Richardson on the 
Rebuilding of Seattle, 
1889--1894 

U
n October 19, 1889, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
reported an interview with an unidentified Se
attle architect who presented a general descrip
tion of the designs for the city's new buildings 

under construction following the Great Fire of June 6, 1889. 
Although Seattle papers regularly discussed the new struc
tures, their descriptions were usually limited to building 
name, architect, size, height, materials, and construction 
progress. The October 19 report was a marked departure; 
titled "Beauty in Bricks," it offered rare insight into the think
ing of Seattle's post-fire designers because it featured a longer 
discussion by one of them of the genesis of Seattle's new 
business blocks: 

Seattle's new buildings are rising on every hand, and the public 
is for the first time getting an idea of the appearance of the 
exteriors . . .. It is a fact, however, that in rebuilding, Seattle 
businessmen have looked more toward making strong lntild
ings than fancy, and have pref erred to put their money into 
extra stories rather than into a profusion of ornament .... 
Almost all of the buildings are of the Romanesque style of 
architecture, while the heavy, ponderous, unsightly, and in
flammable cornice has disappeared entirely . . . . Seattle's 

architects have followed the example of Mr. Richardson, the 
great architect of America, in his modifications of the Ro
manesque style and have applied it faithfully to the require
ments of the present time. 

The speaker was probably Elmer Fisher, the most prolific of 
Seattle's post-fire architects. At that time, few of the new 
buildings had been completed; indeed, most would reach only 
to the second floor before inclement weather beginning the 
following month halted construction until the following 
spring. Many of the larger blocks-the Pioneer Building, the 
Burke Building, and the New York Building, for example
had not even progressed beyond their foundations and would 
not see substantial construction until 1890. Still, the Post
Intelligencer was preparing readers for what they would see as 
the new buildings reached completion. The new city would 
not look like the one that had been destroyed. 

As Fisher suggested, in place of the ornamented High Vic
torian buildings that had burned, Seattle architects were 

Reconstruction in downtown Seattle, c. October 1889, 
looking south from Cherry Street across Second, James, and 
Yesler. Tents between Yesler and Washington provided temporary 
shelter for retail businesses while reconstruction took place. 



designing brick and stone structures in the Romanesque Re, 
vival style, a mode of design that had emerged following the 
death of leading American architect Henry Hobson Richard, 
son in April 1886. But the buildings constructed in Seattle 
should not be understood simply as copies of Richardson's work. 
The influence of Richardson was critical, but other factors, 
particularly the city's posdire building ordinance and the indi, 
vidual backgrounds of Seattle architects, were key issues to the 
form they gave Seattle's posdire buildings-many of which 
can still be seen today in the Pioneer Square Historic District. -\ \✓- hen Seattle citizens met on the morning of 

June 7, 1889, the focus of their discussion 
was on rebuilding the destroyed downtown ✓ district and preventing another catastrophe 

like the devastating fire of the previous day. On June 8 the 
Post,Intelligencer reported on page one, "The people of Seattle 
have decided to rebuild the city in brick and stone. The 
decision was reached quickly and almost unanimously .... " 
The citizens also endorsed widening and straightening se, 
lected streets, raising the grades and creating a permanent, 
paid fire department. Although this meeting was "unofficial," 
over the following weeks and months Seattle's city govern, 
ment approved ordinances needed to make the citizens' rec, 
ommendations have the force of law. Most importantly for 
the future form of the city, a building ordinance said to be 
based on those of Kansas City and San Francisco was ap, 
proved by the city council on July 1, 1889. 

The full text of the 70 sections of the new building code 
appeared in the Post,lntelligencer four days later. Within the 
city's commercial district (identified as the "fire zone") the 
city now required that walls be constructed of masonry and 
were to be a minimum of 12 inches thick, but the lower walls 
of tall buildings increased in thickness depending on height. 
Interior framing was required to be heavy timbers, not the 
light wood framing of earlier construction that had 
burned so easily in the fire. Larger buildings were re, 
quired to have internal masonry "division walls" so 
fires could not spread. Other sections of 
the ordinance prohibited wood cor, 
nices, limited the size of bay windows, 
specified that party 

Boston's 
Trinity Church, 
completed in 
1877, brought 
H. H. Richardson 
national and 
international 
recognition and 
propelled him to 
the front rank 
of American 
architects. 

walls (walls shared by adjacent buildings) must extend above 
roofs, and required fireproof roofing materials. 

The architectural significance of the ordinance cannot be 
overestimated. Seattle's post,fire buildings were required to 
take on a very different character from those that the fire had 
destroyed. In place of the elaborate ornamentation of the 
High Victorian buildings of the years before the fire, Seattle 
architects would need to find a new approach to design-one 
that could create architectural character without high cor, 
nices, projecting bay windows, and the like. 

Of course, not all architects were quick to change. 
Bucheler and Hummel designed their new Matilda Winehill 
Block (1889,90) at Commercial and Main with a prominent 
corner bay window. By April 1890 this was the target of a 
lawsuit for violation of the new building code. Although it 
survived this attack, it was the only bay of this size con, 
structed on any downtown building after the fire, and it 
quickly made the building appear out,0£,date; the designers 
did not receive other significant commissions. 

No doubt Seattle's architects would have responded to the 
influence of H. H. Richardson had the fire not occurred, but 
the destruction from the fire and the impact of the new build, 
ing ordinance provided both the opportunity and the impetus 
for rapid architectural change. 

When Seattle architects turned to Richardson's example in 
1889, they joined with their contemporaries across the conti, 
nent in attempting to continue the architectural movement 
they understood Richardson to have initiated. Richardson's 
architectural achievement was the work of just two decades, 

but he was seen as personally having redirected the 
course of American architecture. Born and raised in 
Louisiana, Henry Hobson Richardson (1838, 1886) 

graduated from Harvard College in 1859. The a1 
next year he began studies at the Ecole des ; 

Beaux, Arts in Paris, but his attendance was I 
intermittent after his family's support was! 
cut off by the American Civil War. Int 
1865 he returned to the United States i_ 
and the following year opened his own ~ 

IS: 
office in New York, where his practice~· 

was based until 1878. f 
The buildings of Richardson's~ 
early career reflect the influence f 

of the contemporary English t 
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Gothic Revival and French Second Empire styles. By 1870, 
however, Richardson began to explore his own design ap
proach, drawing on the precedent of the Medieval round
arched architecture known as the Romanesque. His experi
ments in this mode-including the Brattle Square Church, 
Boston (1869-73 ), New York State Hospital, Buffalo (1869-
80), and Hampden County Courthouse, Springfield, Massa
chusetts ( 18 71-7 4 )-prepared him to win the competition for 
Trinity Church, Boston (1872-77), with a Romanesque Re
vival design. This granite and brownstone structure brought 
Richardson national recognition upon its completion in 1877 
and shaped his ensuing career. 

In 1874 Richardson moved to Brookline, Massachusetts, 
to maintain direct involvement in Trinity Church during 
construction; four years later he brought his office to 
Brookline as well. In the eight years left to him before his 
death, Richardson's career blossomed. The works of Richard
son's mature career show that he continued to explore a vari
ety of directions. Some works moved away from specific his
toric precedents and used historical references and details. 
His designs came to depend on the simplification of form and 
the qualities of their materials to create a strong sense of 
gravity and repose. Some reflect the continuing influence of 
picturesque tendencies. 

During this period Richardson's practice expanded 
in scope and extent. Although the majority of his 
projects were in New England, as his fame grew he 
was called on to design buildings in Washington, 
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, 
and Wyoming. At the same time, Rich
ardson was creating designs for newly 
emerging building types such as small 
public libraries and railroad 
passenger stations. 

y 1882 Richardson was widely acknowledged as 
one of the leading architects in America. Contem
porary recognition of Richardson's achievement 
became particularly evident when five of Rich

ardson's buildings were included on a list of the "ten best 
buildings in the United States," published by American Archi
tect and Building News in June 1885, based on a survey of their 
readers: Trinity Church, Boston, topped the list. Also included 
were Sever Hall, Harvard, ( 18 7 8-80); Oakes Ames Hall, North 
Easton (1879-81); City Hall, Albany (1880-83); and New 
York State Capitol, Albany (186 7 -1899). This list predated 
the masterpieces of Richardson's late career: the Allegheny 
County Courthouse and Jail, Pittsburgh (1883-88); the Cham
ber of Commerce, Cincinnati (1885-88); and the Marshall 
Field Store, Chicago (1885-87)-works that particularly in
spired American architects over the next few years. 

Richardson's health deteriorated markedly in the later years 
of his life. Although warned to slow down, Richardson contin
ued his practice at a hectic pace and died April 2 7, 1886, at the 
age of 4 7. Upon his death the control of his office passed into 
the hands of his chief assistants, who carried on the firm under 
the name Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge. Nearly all of the 

projects that were unfinished when Richardson died were 
completed under their supervision. 

Richardson rose to the peak of his influence at the 
time of his death. Perhaps, as architectural critic 

Montgomery Schuyler later suggested, Richard
son's death had "extinguished envy." Or it may 
have been an overwhelming sense of loss that cre
ated an urgency to carry on and complete the ar
chitectural movement Richardson had begun. 
Whatever the cause, Romanesque Revival soon 
became a dominant tendency in design across the 
United States. 

Although few Seattle architects were likely to 
have seen more than a handful of Richard

son's buildings, they were aware of his work 
because it was so widely published. Rich
ardson's later career coincided with the 
rise of the professional architectural press. 
The first regularly published architectural 

journal to achieve national 

The Pierce County 
Courthouse (1890-
93; destroyed), 
a Romanesque 
Revival structure 
by Tacoma archi
tects Proctor and 
Dennis, shows the 
reach of H. H. 
Richardson's 
influence by the 
late 1880s. 
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Elmer Fisher's Pioneer Building (1889-1891), designed for 
Henry Yesler, shows Fisher's use of Romanesque elements 
within a Victorian compositional framework. 

circulation was the Boston-based American Architect and 
Building News, which began publication in 1876. Architec
tural journals in other cities, including Chicago, Minneapo
lis, and San Francisco, soon followed. Because it was based in 
Boston, American Architect proved particularly important in 
disseminating Richardson's work. The journal regularly pub
lished images of his buildings in the early 1880s and included 
them even more frequently in the first years after his death. 
The journal published illustrations of Richardson's buildings 
as late as 1895. American Architect even commented on its 
role in expanding Richardson's influence on American archi
tecture: "Every issue of ours with one of his designs was stud
ied in a thousand offices and imitated in hundreds .... " Inland 
Architect, based in Chicago and widely distributed in the Mid
west and Far West, also carried images of Richardson's build
ings in the mid to late 1880s. 

The impetus to follow Richardson's example was also given 
theoretical justification. American architect and writer Henry 
Van Brunt expressed his admiration for Richardson early and 
often, and after the mid 1880s was a consistent advocate of 
Richardson's style as the basis for a national architecture. In 
March 1886 he praised Richardson's "revival" of the Ro
manesque in an essay in Atlantic Monthly and cited the style's 
advantages as "an early and uncorrupted type" with "appar
ently unexhausted capabilities." In his November 1886 tribute 
to Richardson in Atlantic Monthly, Van Brunt reiterated the 

promise of Richardsonian architecture and continued to em
phasize its potential in subsequent articles. Van Brunt's 1889 
Atlantic Monthly article on western architecture ended with a 
brief discussion of Richardson and cited his influence as the 
most positive for architecture in the American West. Van 
Brunt interpreted the historical Romanesque as a transitional 
style and presented Richardson's architecture as a new begin
ning, not simply a revival. The Richardsonian mode was 
thereby opened to experimentation and innovation, an atti
tude that was a source for the varied character of the 
Richardsonian designs produced thereafter. 

r--r he rapidity with which American architects 
turned to the Romanesque cannot simply be 
traced to Richardson's influence. A key aspect of 

.,,,- Richardson's work that made it such a good 
source for architects of the period was the variety of building 
types it appeared to encompass. The 1880s and 1890s encom
passed a time of rapid city building in the West and urban 
expansion in the East. The growth of cities during that period 
was accompanied by an increasing variety of building types 
requiring architectural designs. Richardson was one of the 
earliest architects to respond to the new building types-e.g., 
the small town library or the large urban business block. To 
architects of his generation, faced with a bewildering array of 
new building types, Richardson's architecture seemed to offer 
a clear design system that could be applied to most of the tasks 
they faced. And, the variety of Richardson's buildings offered 
a range of solutions to the building tasks faced by architects in 
an urbanizing America. 

For business blocks in the burgeoning cities, Richardson 
offered examples such as the Marshall Field Store in Chicago. 
Many cities at the time, including Seattle, were adopting new 
fire ordinances requiring masonry construction in their urban 
cores. Architects in these cities turned to the Richardsonian 
Romanesque to solve the problem of the architectural charac
ter of the new fire-resistive business buildings as well as to 
create an image of metropolitan achievement. After the 
highly ornamented surface treatments that had been typical 
in the United States in the 1870s and 1880s, Richardson's 
approach demonstrated how to achieve a powerful architec
tural image of strength and stability without an elaborate 
decorative treatment. 

For large public buildings the preferred example was the 
widely published Allegheny County Courthouse and occa
sionally the Albany City Hall or Oakes Ames Hall. The 
1880s and 1890s were a time of significant investment in new 
public buildings across the United States-particularly 
county courthouses. Fireproof construction for storage of per
manent public records was often the major issue, and masonry 
buildings were the answer. Richardson's work frequently pro
vided the model for new masonry construction. 

Urban and suburban growth in the East and Midwest also 
required new public buildings on a smaller scale-new 
libraries, schools, train stations, and similar structures. Here 
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Richardson's smaller public buildings provided good examples. 
As the American public library movement continued to 

develop, many architects designed small masonry libraries 
with simplified Romanesque details. Other public buildings 
received similar treatments, and Richardson's Harvard build
ings proved suitable models for schools at all levels. Similarly, 
Richardson's churches, primarily Trinity Church, but occa
sionally his other church buildings, offered precedents for 
new religious construction. 

It is only for residential architecture that Richardson's 
example was less influential. His masonry residence offered 
useful models for houses for the wealthy only in the very 
largest metropolitan centers such as Boston, New York, 
Washington, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis, and 
St. Louis. Almost everywhere else, including Seattle, residen
tial construction remained wood frame, and the Queen Anne 
and "modem colonial" (now shingle style) modes were com
mon, but neither was considered "Richardsonian" in the same 
way as the masonry Romanesque Revival. 

By the mid to late 1880s and early 1890s the published 
Richardson designs were supplemented by many more office 
blocks and public and institutional structures by other archi
tects working in the Richardsonian mode. As American ar
chitects began to draw upon the precedents Richardson had 
established and submitted their own work for publication, the 
pages of the professional journals were filled with "Richard
sonian" examples. In 1891 critic Montgomery Schuyler sum
marized the effect of the Romanesque: 

Such an array of buildings in so many different kinds-some 
admirable, many suggestive, and nearly all in some degree inter
esting-constitutes at once an impressive demonstration of the 

extent to which the Romanesque revival has already gone and a 
promise that in the future it may go further and fare better. - ~I hen Seattle architects looked for examples 
✓. of the "modem Romanesque," they particu

larly looked to new buildings in Chicago. In 
contrast to Boston, Chicago was seen as a 

western city; its extraordinarily rapid growth as a commercial 
center in the 19th century provided a model that cities like 
Seattle sought to emulate. And, the successful reconstruction 
after the 1870 Chicago Fire was especially meaningful in 
Seattle after its own 1889 calamity. 

Of Seattle's leading architects in the late 1880s, only 
Charles Saunders, and later Warren Skillings, had come from 
the Boston area and were likely to have visited a large number 
of Richardson's works. But several Seattle architects made visits 
to Chicago, as did some of their clients, so they would have seen 
the many new commercial blocks by Chicago architects as well 
as Richardson's Marshall Field Store. By 1889 the fame of Chi
cago architects was sufficient that Elmer Fisher's client, Judge 
Burke, pointed to the example of the Rookery office building by 
Chicago architects Burnham and Root, and the following year 
Seattle's business leaders turned to Chicago's Adler and 
Sullivan for the design of the new Seattle Opera House. 

Today design that is characterized as Romanesque Revival 
is often thought to derive entirely from the example of Rich
ardson; however, the emergence of similar work in Chicago 
cannot be traced entirely to Richardson's influence alone but 
reflects the contribution of Chicago architects as well. Be
cause Richardson was responsible for comparatively few 
commercial commissions, the development of commercial ar

chitecture in Chicago that freely in
terpreted the Romanesque style led 
many contemporaries to see Chicago ar
chitects as key contributors to the devel
opment of the "modem Romanesque." 
After Richardson's death the growth of 
Chicago and the development of its 

> 
g. commercial architecture appeared to 
Q carry on the design explorations Rich-
~ ardson had begun. Indeed, Chicago ar -
~ chitecture of the late 1880s reflects a 
l convergence that proved particularly 
f significant for the spread of the Ro-

-~~--..-,, ~ manesque mode in the American West. 
~ Thus by 1889, when Seattle architects 
i· turned to the reconstruction of Seattle 
~ after the June fire, Romanesque Revival I had become the leading national archi
§ 
(J) 

~ The Seattle Times described Elmer 
::r:: 
~· Fisher's Starr-Boyd Building (1889-90; 
l destroyed) as "Moorish," but the variety of 

, g Romanesque, classical, and other motifs 
J indicate a more complex composition. 
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Judge Thomas Burke, Elmer Fisher's client for the Burke 
Building (1889-91; destroyed), pressed Fisher to base 
his design on the new commercial buildings in 
Chicago, particularly the Rookery office building 
by Chicago architects Burnham and Root. 

tectural style. But the idea that architectural 
development in the period was merely the 
replacement of the earlier Victorian modes 
by the newer Romanesque Revival is much 
too simplistic. Rather, architectural history 
might better be understood as a 
"palimpsest"-that is, as a surface 
written on more than once, the pre
vious inscriptions imperfectly 
erased and therefore visible to 
influence later inscriptions. 
Seattle architects may have 
turned to the new Ro
manesque mode after the fire, 
but they could hardly have 
erased their earlier architectural experience. 

The Romanesque Revival mode itself was never a unified or 
singular tendency but always encompassed a variety of direc
tions. Even Richardson's own work was seen by contemporaries 
as offering multiple points of departure, partly because a single 
evolutionary direction in Richardson's own work was never 
evident from illustrations in the architectural journals. After 
Richardson's premature death the contributions of others, par
ticularly those in Chicago, were seen from Seattle as extending 
the range of the design approach Richardson was thought to 
have begun, the "modem Romanesque." As a result, for archi
tects in Seattle-distant from Richardson's office and from the 
bulk of his work-the Romanesque Revival was open to a vari
ety of responses. In fact, how Seattle architects used the Ro
manesque mode often depended on the background each 
brought from early experience in building and design. 

- \ \/ hen Seattle architects adopted elements of 
✓ Romanesque Revival design for their new 

commercial and institutional buildings, 
they did so in the context of the changes 

and challenges they faced. In particular, in the aftermath of 
the June 1889 fire, they faced the demand for an up-to-date 
architecture that could prevent another such tragedy. The 
city's new building ordinance mandated masonry construc
tion in the commercial core. Many of the decorative elements 
of the older Victorian modes (such as elaborate cornices) 
were declared illegal while other features, although not pro
hibited, were considered fire hazards. In contrast, the Ro
manesque style provided a system for organizing a solid and 
impressive modem architecture of fire-resistive masonry con
struction. It was to this mode that Seattle architects turned. 

Nonetheless, the post-fire buildings of Seattle frequently 
confound our expectations. The Richardsonian or Romanesque 

system is sometimes applied inconsistently, and works that are 
pure examples of the mode are actually few in number. Ro
manesque elements were sometimes applied with a very non
Richardsonian capriciousness or even arbitrariness. Further, 
clear and direct relationships between building plans and eleva
tions often are not evident. Commercial buildings often display 
apparently regular bay systems on their fa~ades (and may even 
show a knowledgeable response to the commercial architecture 
of Chicago or Boston), but internally the structure may not be 
aligned with these bays and the interior organization may ap
pear unrelated to the exterior. Given these inconsistencies yet 
recognizing that the architects claimed to be following 
Richardson's example, how is their work to be understood? 

Seattle designers in the pre-fire period freely engaged in the 
inventive eclecticism of Victorian design and drew on a wide 
variety of historical sources and styles to create their buildings. 
By the late 1880s these Seattle practitioners were following 
the national professional architectural journals, which were 
filled with new Romanesque revival designs. But none of the 
Seattle architects who were reading these journals in the 
1880s had received an academic education in architecture. 
Nor did any Seattle architects bring experience from leading 
architectural offices where practice was governed by prin
ciples derived from academic training. Thus, although 
Richardson had had the advantage of an architectural educa
tion that involved learning abstract compositional methods 
and generalized principles for design, this understanding was 
not available to Seattle architects who only knew his work 
from the array of interpretations of Romanesque Revival that 
filled the pages of the professional journals. These images 
provided a wide range of source material on which Seattle 
architects were able to draw after the Great Fire. 

Victorian design has sometimes been characterized as the 
"art of assemblage." This approach can be found in the works of 
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virtually every architect in Seattle in the posdire period but is 
easily exemplified in the buildings by that most prolific of 
Seattle's post,fire designers, Elmer Fisher, who claimed to be 
faithfully following Richardson's example. Fisher's early com, 
mercial works reflected his learning of a fairly typical mid, 
19th,century "Victorian" compositional approach, which in, 
eluded banded fa<;ades divided by flat pilasters and belt courses 
accented by a variety of ornament. Fisher's post,fire Seattle 
business blocks reflect his solutions to the requirements of fire, 
resistive construction and the needs of his commercial clients 
as well as his response to the Romanesque mode. His most 
famous posdire work, the Pioneer Building (1889,91), clearly 
shows Fisher's integration of Romanesque elements, but his 
overall compositional approach did not emulate Richardson's. 
Whereas a Richardson building such as the Marshall Field 
Wholesale Store read as a single unified block, Fisher's Pioneer 
Building demonstrated his traditional "Victorian" strategy of 
dividing building fa<;ades with vertical and horizontal ele, 
ments, creating a gridded effect. The Pioneer Building does 
feature arched windows, half,round entry arches, small 
grouped columns, and other conspicuously Romanesque Re, 
vival elements, but these are subsumed in a composition 
that reflects Fisher's previous architectural experience. 

Fisher himself indicated the inventiveness and free, 
dom he felt in developing his designs. The hybrid 
nature of his approach was particularly 
evident in the Sullivan Building 
(1889,90, destroyed), a 
mid,block four, 
story structure. Its 
mix of vocabular, 
ies-Romanesque 
round arches and 
the distorted 

The continuous 
arcades on two fafades of 
William Boone's New York Building 
(1889-1892; destroyed) were among the 
most impressive examples of Romanesque 
Revival design in post-fire Seattle. 

classical ornament-may seem strange, but this was a deliber, 
ate design decision, as Fisher explained in his Post,lntelligencer 
interview in October 1889: "There is the Sullivan Building. It 
is of the Romanesque order of architecture with ornaments in 
the Renaissance style." 

ne of the more eccentric of Fisher's post,fire 
buildings was the Starr,Boyd Building (1889, 
90, destroyed), commissioned by the adjacent 
owners of two small lots who decided to com, 

bine their properties to make a roughly trapezoidal site. The 
asymmetrically composed fa<;ade facing the new Public 
Square (later renamed Pioneer Place) across from the Pioneer 
Building was executed in brick trimmed with stone and terra, 
cotta and was described by the Seattle Times in August 1889 as 
"after the beautiful Moorish style." The juxtapositions of clas, 
sical, Romanesque, and other ornament made this the most 
agitated building of Fisher's post,fire career. 

In contrast, Fisher's Burke Building (1889,91, destroyed) 
possessed a much more coherent design, but this may have 
been due to the direct involvement of the client, Seattle busi, 
ness leader "Judge" Thomas Burke. Surviving correspondence 

indicates Burke's involvement in details such as the 
color and quality of terra,cotta and the choice of ap, 

propriate roofing materials. In addition, there 
are references in Burke's letters to the qual, 

ity of terra,cotta used in Chicago, 
suggesting that he was aware in 

more than a general way 
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of the new commercial architecture of that city. Indeed, even 
in the first announcement of the Burke Building in March 
1889 it was compared to the Rookery in Chicago. Thus it 
seems clear that Burke pushed Fisher in regard to specific 
aspects of the design. Surviving color images of the building 
indicate that the color of the terra-cotta and brick were closely 
matched, allowing the building to read more clearly as a uni
fied composition. While the main entry arch suggested the 
influence of Richardson, some of the terra-cotta details were 
more closely modeled after similar features at the Rookery. 

Other post-fire Seattle architects also showed Richardson's 
influence in their work. For example, John Parkinson's Seattle 
National Bank Building (1890-92, also known as the Interur
ban Building) offers one of the more sophisticated interpreta
tions of the Romanesque mode in posdire Seattle. An April 
30, 1890, article in the Post,lntelligencer described the project: 
"The exterior of the building will be Romanesque in style and 
nothing but pressed brick, stone, and terra-cotta will be used. 
The comer will be rounded and the whole building will present 
as fine an appearance as any other building in the Northwest." 
Parkinson was more than 25 years younger than Fisher, and 
although he, like Fisher, had come to architecture from the 
construction trades, he was much less wedded to Victorian 
convention. The Seattle National Bank Building's Ro
manesque treatment, particularly the continuous arcade at the 
first two floors, indicates that Parkinson was closely following 
the architectural journals. The decision to use Colorado red 
sandstone at the base rather than locally available stone, which 
was generally light gray, added to the coherence of this design. 

~ \ \( illiam Boone had been responsible for de-
✓ signing over half of the prominent 

buildings destroyed by the fire, but by 
1889 his position as the city's leading 

architect had been usurped by Elmer Fisher. Boone's work 
after the fire was mixed; most of it continued to display his 
earlier Victorian tendencies with an occasional few Ro
manesque features, but once in a while Boone showed 
unexpected brilliance as an architect. His most remarkable 
post-fire project was initially 
called the "Seattle 

Block," but by 1892 it had been renamed the "New York Build
ing" (1889-92, destroyed), the name by which it was known 
throughout its history. The New York Building was one of the 
most powerful expressions of the new architecture in post-fire 
Seattle. Minor changes might have resulted from Boone's visit 
to Chicago in January and February 1890, but an October 1889 
newspaper report included a relatively clear description of the 
project, indicating that the primary features had been devel
oped prior to this trip. 

The building was characterized from the first as "massive," 
and this evident solidity set it off from virtually all of its Seattle 
contemporaries. The design appears to have been conceived as 
a coherent block. Extraneous detail was reduced to a mini
mum. Above the two-and-a-hal£,story rusticated stone base 
rose five floors of brick, with limited stone trim at the cornice. 
The most remarkable feature of the design was the continuous 
arcade from the third to the sixth floors on the two street 
elevations. The continuous vertical piers and recessed span
drels gave a strong vertical expression that clearly recalled 
works by Richardson and contemporary work in Chicago, but 
the building appears to have been an original reinterpretation 
of tendencies evident in those designs. Unlike Fisher, who 
seems never to have freed himself fully from Victorian conven
tions, Boone here appears to have transcended the limitations 
of his background to create a building that incorporated and 
extended the best design tendencies of the time. In its simplic
ity, stateliness and repose, the New York Building ranked with 
the best of Seattle architecture until its demolition in 1922. 

The influence of Richardson and the Romanesque 
was evident not just in the commercial work by 

Fisher, Parkinson, Boone, and other post-fire Se-
attle architects, it also affected institutional 
work as well. The architect whose institutional 
designs most strongly demonstrate Richardson's 
influence was Willis A. Ritchie, but his Ro
manesque revival designs were not to be found 

The Romanesque design of the 
Thurston County Courthouse in 

Olympia (1890-92; altered) 
was likely influenced by 

buildings its architect, 
Willis Ritchie, had seen 

when he lived in 
Kansas in the 1880s. 
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in Seattle. Ritchie arrived in Seattle in July 1889 without local 
connections, but he brought knowledge of the most advanced 
fireproofing technology of the day from his work as the local 
superintendent of construction for the federal courthouse and 
post office built in Wichita, Kansas, between 1886 and 1889. 
Although he was only in his mid,twenties, this knowledge 
gave Ritchie a competitive advantage in seeking public build, 
ing commissions in Washington. Between 1889 and 1893 he 
won the commissions to design six county courthouses across 
the state. Although his first, the King County Courthouse, 
Seattle (1889,91, destroyed), was a classical building, his next 
three courthouses-in Bellingham, Port Townsend, and 
Olympia-were all Romanesque designs. 

Ritchie won the competition for the Whatcom County 
Courthouse (1889,91, destroyed) in what is now Bellingham 
with a two,story stone structure that featured an offset tower. 
The asymmetrical design reflects the continuing influence of 
"picturesque" composition, common in the Victorian period, 
that continued to influence many of the Romanesque revival 
designs published in the architectural journals. 

Ritchie's next courthouse-the Jefferson County Court, 
house, Port Townsend ( 1890,92 )-was a massive building 
praised by the Port Townsend Morning Leader in May 1890: 
"Taken as the drawing of the building shows, it will certainly 
be one of the handsomest buildings in this country, and as the 
architect, Mr. Ritchie, says, it is the very finest piece of archi, 
tectural work he has ever designed or planned, which speaks 
volumes for our new Courthouse in style and beauty." A large 
brick building with a raised stone basement and details of 
stone and terra,cotta, the Jefferson County Courthouse was 
Ritchie's finest in the Romanesque mode, although his ten, 
dency to compose picturesquely is still evident. Its dramatic 
scale demonstrates the confidence late, 19th,century Port 
Townsend civic leaders had in the future of their community. 

The last of Ritchie's Romanesque designs was the Thurston 
County Courthouse (1890,91; altered), a symmetrical building 
constructed of Chuckanut stone barged to Olympia from the 
quarries in Whatcom County. On May 15, 1891, the Morning 
Olympian carried a lengthy description of the building, praising 
it as "beyond question the handsomest in the State" and de, 
scribing it as "after the Romanesque in architecture, the style 
prevailing so extensively in new public buildings in recent 
years." The design treatment was particularly disciplined, both 
in its symmetry and in the relative lack of ornament, allowing 
the rock,faced stone to read more strongly. After preferring 
picturesque asymmetry for so long, why Ritchie turned to a 
symmetrical composition for Thurston County is unknown. In 
1901 the State of Washington purchased the building to use as 
its capitol. It currently houses the Office of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction and the state's board of education. 

In 1892 Ritchie moved to Spokane. The following year 
he won the commission for the largest building of his career, 
the Spokane County Courthouse (1893,96). The overall 
form of this structure, with its tall central tower, was clearly 
derived from Richardson's Allegheny County Courthouse, 

Pittsburgh, but Ritchie chose not to use Romanesque motifs 
and details. His building, executed in light buff brick, fea, 
tures French Renaissance terra,cotta detail and is easily de, 
scribed as "chateauesque." 

illis Ritchie's turn away from the Ro, 
manesque was not unusual. After 1891 the 
popularity of the style rapidly declined. Ar, 
chitectural critic Montgomery Schuyler had 

published essays in Architectural Record and Harper's Magazine 
celebrating the Romanesque Revival and speaking of its fur, 
ther development. Yet by 1891 the influence of Richardson's 
Romanesque revival had already passed its apogee, although its 
downward trajectory was not then widely perceived. Within a 
few years, however, its decline became apparent to all. 

Romanesque Revival can be characterized as a relatively 
successful national mode of design. Its period of ascendancy 
was brief-in Seattle it was the dominant mode of design for 
just five years, 1889 to 1893-and even during that period it 
was strongest only from 1889 to 1891. As the buildings in 
Seattle demonstrate, the Romanesque Revival mode has of, 
ten appeared to later observers much more coherent than it 
actually was in its time. Richardson's example served as the 
broad inspiration for America architects, but his work, as 
understood through publications, never appeared to offer a 
single direction for development. 

As understood by Seattle architects, Richardson's example 
presented a new architectural vocabulary that could be ab, 
sorbed within the framework of the freely inventive design 
approach that had coalesced in America after the Civil War. 
How Seattle's architects used the Richardsonian Ro, 
manesque vocabulary varied depending on their backgrounds 
and their abilities to intuit at least some of the lessons of 
Richardson's example, either from Richardson's own work in 
publications or from the many published examples of works 
that applied the Romanesque mode. 

After June 1889 Seattle architects faced a situation of 
rapid change that required new building types and new fire, 
resistive technologies. Richardson's Romanesque offered a 
language of design that allowed them to meet these chal, 
lenges. Their work often still betrays a preference for the 
ornamented rather than the unadorned surface, for the em, 
phatically vertical rather than the quietly horizontal, and for 
agitation rather than repose. Yet in these works there is a 
sense that the architects were always striving, and at least 
sometimes succeeding, in making an architecture appropriate 
to an emerging metropolitan community. 

Jeffrey Karl Ochsner is a professor of architecture at the University 
of Washington. Dennis Alan Andersen, a Lutheran clergyman, is 
former president of the Seattle Landmarks Preservation Board. 
Ochsner and Andersen are coauthors of Distant Corner: Seattle 
Architects and the Legacy of H. H. Richardson (University of 
Washington Press, 2003), from which this article is excerpted and 
adapted, with the publisher's permission. 
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THERE IS A CITY 
BEAUTIFUL ... 

THE TURN OF the 20th 
century witnessed 
an outpouring of mu, 

sical devotion to Washington 
and its cities. Titles such as 
"I Adore You, Dear Old 
Washington"; "The Girl I 
Met and Loved on Puget 
Sound"; "The Blaine Two, 
Step"; "Greater Bellingham 
March"; "Tacoma, the Rose 
of the West"; and "Seattle, 
Queen of the West" are just 
a few of the many musical 
compositions held by the 
Washington State Histori, 
cal Society that extol the 
virtues of the state. 

"Sunny Old Spokane," 
written by Frank Finney, a 
draftsman in the Spokane 
architectural firm of Pond 
and Booth, and Edward 
Dorsey, a musician at the 
Washington Theatre, was 

FROM THE COLLECTION 

published around 1908. WORI) BY 
Following a couple of F AN K Ff EY 
florid verses, the chorus MUSIC EtY 

bursts forth: -~:::::~:-------.:E~D~W~~~R~D:_!D~O~R~S~~Y:__J 
I love all your fertile valleys, I love your rocks and rills, 
I love your noble pine trees, I love your grand old hills. 
Your river that's dashing and splashing, a paradise to man, 
'Neath your blue sky let sleep when I die, in sunny old Spokane . 

The piece was dedicated to the 150,000 Club, a group of 
devoted boosters who promoted Spokane and engaged in "good 
works," such as fund,raising for the YMCA, an orphanage, play, 
ground equipment, and the establishment of the parental school 
for wayward boys. 
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The Columbia, Wild & Free 
he Wanapums, a small Na, 
tive American band of about 
100 people, live in a village 
by Priest Rapids as they have 

done since the time of the Ancients. 
Their lands once covered millions of 
acres; roots and salmon were plentiful. 
Their old tule mat village, P'na, stood 
alongside the rapids until the late 1950s 
when it was flooded by the backwaters 
of Priest Rapids Dam. Lands for a newer 
village of modern homes and a well, 
used long house were set aside at that 
time by Grant County Public Utility 
District as part of their ongoing com, 
mitment to promote and perpetuate 
Wanapum culture. While the dams 
have altered life immeasurably, many 
Wanapums work at the Priest Rapids 
and W anapum Dams, both licensed to 
Grant County PUD. Despite enormous 
changes, Wanapums hold to their tra, 
ditional ways and sacred teachings; 

their relationship to the river remains 
vitally strong. 

According to W anapum teaching, 
the world has gone through three major 
epochs. In each instance, the Creator 
made the world anew. This happened 
long before the Animal People roamed 
the land. 

In the time previous to our own, the 
Creator made the Ancient People. He 
sent Sun Man to the sky and directed 
him to sit still, warm the earth, and 
watch his creation. There were no days 
and nights, no winter, and no hard 
times. The People had no worries about 
food. Perpetually bathed in light, they 
lived in harmony. When villagers felt 
hunger, they sat in the long house and 
closed their eyes. Their leader would 
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chant words of power, fallowing which 
the people would open their eyes and 
find the finest of foods sitting before 
them. After eating, all closed their eyes 
again and the food disappeared. 

One day their leader died. No one 
talked or sang the special songs and, after 
a time, they were forgotten. Soon dark, 
ness fell and the food no longer appeared. 
Huddled in their lodge with hunger in 
their bellies and fear in their hearts, the 
People discussed their plight. One of 
them finally spoke. He said that they 
needed to remember the words that the 
Creator had given to their leader. Sitting 
together in darkness, a man remembered 
a word from the song, then another. Line 
by line, phrase by phrase, the People 
brought the words and songs forward 
until they could be sung whole again. 

Listening, the Creator took pity yet 
was angered at having been forgotten. 
He directed Sun Man to return but only 



for part of the day. He told the People 
they would now have to work. To eat 
they would need to dig for roots, hunt 
for game, and fish for salmon. He in, 
structed them to hold a feast of thanks, 
giving each year when the first roots ap, 
peared and the first fish swam upriver. 

The Creator then gave the People a 
commandment: dance and sing that you 
may remember. If the People did this, 
the world would continue; if they for got, 
the Creator would take Sun Man away 
for good and all would be left cold to 
wander in darkness with only lizards 
and frogs to eat. 

At that moment a new world began. 
One by one, every bird and animal, ev, 
ery root, berry, plant, and tree emerged 
from its place of darkness into the light. 

This story, belonging to the W ana, 
pums of Priest Rapids, offers much. Like 

all great creation mythologies through, 
out the world, it resonates transcendent 
meanings that give added dimension to 
life. We who share a passion for history 
find the story particularly inspiring, as 
much of what we do centers on keeping 
memory alive. 

It is interesting to compare this com, 
mandment given to the Wanapums to 
those handed down by Yahweh to 
Moses. Inscribed in stone, future gen, 
erations had only to see the words to 
know the commandments. In the 
Wanapum world view, the important 
teachings are spoken from memory, 
carefully passed from one generation to 
the next. As with other oral traditions, 
the important teachings are backed by a 
wisdom that knows we do our best re, 
membering when all the senses are fully 
engaged. Wanapum spiritual leader 
Rex Buck, Jr., speaks of them as being 
written in the heart. 

These river places are part of the un, 
broken lineage of memory that passes 
through each generation of Wanapum 
children. Stories and myths such as the 
one related above are intimately con, 
nected with landscapes that form the 
literal ground of being in cultures based 
on oral tradition. As such, they are im, 
bued with holiness. 

Sing and dance that you may remem, 
ber-the story's poignancy is all the 
more deepened by the particular setting 
of its drama-Chalwash Chilni-the 
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Sacred Island below P'na at Priest Rap, 
ids on N'chi wana, the big river-a river 
whose original song has given way to 
one more recent-the song of the work, 
ing river, the river that lights our nights 
and powers our days, the song that wa, 
ters our land and yields great stores of 
foods for our tables. 

side from two isolated 
stretches-above North, 
port and within the Han, 
ford Reach-it is quite 

clear when traveling along mid Colum, 
bia shorelines that we are looking at 
river places divided into geographic and 
economic units. We visit Lake Roose, 
velt, Wanapum Reservoir, Rufus Woods 
Lake, and Lake Entiat-all distinct en, 
tities, all places created and defined by 
dams. Sadly, there are now few, if any, 
who have seen the entire river running 
wild and free. Memory of the unregu, 
lated Columbia flows like the river it, 
self, segment to segment, reservoir to 
reservoir, each section of river having 
its own constituency of elders who 
knew its untamed waters-the rapids, 
currents, back eddies, and falls-now 
vanished from our view. 

The number of people who recall 
some of these places is quite small. To 
claim memory of Rock Island Rapids, 
inundated in 1931, a person would need 
to be more than 80 years old. He or she 
probably grew up near Wenatchee and 
may have stopped for gas at Picture 
Rocks Service Station, built in the 
1920s along the new road that headed 
south to Quincy. A number of people 
may have briefly seen Rock Island Rap, 
ids from a Great Northern passenger car 
window as the train made its way from 
Seattle or Spokane. I know of only one 
living person who remembers being on 
the island and seeing its many petro, 
glyphs. The last person who ran the rap, 
ids in a rowboat was Christine Fowler, 
who died in 1999 at age 96. 

The story at Kettle Falls is much di£, 
ferent. Ask any longtime northeastern 
Washington resident, and you are 
likely to get a story of seeing the falls. 
Many speak with excitement of watch, 
ing Indians spear salmon from scaffolds 



suspended precariously over jagged 
rocks and rushing water. Martin Louie, 
a Colville Indian born in 1906, once 
fished from those platforms. Anyone 
carrying memories of the falls must be 
getting on in years. Martin passed away 
in January 2003 at age 96. 

Some river places were rarely ever 
seen due to their remote locations. I 
have found only a handful of people who 
remember Box Canyon before it was 
flooded by the waters of Chief Joseph 
Dam. To visit this secluded spot along 
the river required both effort and pur, 
pose. Without a motorboat, it still does. 

In the absence of people who can 
describe the unaltered Columbia first, 
hand, it becomes increasingly chal, 
lenging to imagine rocks and rapids 
where none remain. Even before con, 
struction of the 14 dams along the 
main stem of the Columbia, many of its 
particular places remained unvisited 
and unknown. This gave rise to river 
explorer M. J. Lorraine naming his 
1924 adventure travel book, The Co, 
lumbia Unveiled. 

If gaining a sense of the original river 
was difficult then, the job is far more 
daunting now, requiring something of 
an imaginative leap. For many years it 
seemed as though the song of the river 
was lost, such was the need and inten, 
sity of moving forward with the great 
transformations of hydro. Even in the 
otherwise earth,friendly National Geo, 
graphic we find Maynard Owen Will, 
iams in 1941 extolling the benefits of 
the dams, crediting them with giving us 
beautiful manmade lakes to take the 
place of ugly lava chasms. 

Firsthand knowledge of the native 
river can only now be held within the 
hearts and memories our elders, indig, 
enous and immigrant alike. Other river, 
ine documentation-fragments of the 
song, if you will-the collections of 
maps, reports, and photographs, were 
placed long ago in boxes that eventually 
found their way to the recesses of ar, 
chives throughout the country. A few 
left published accounts-Lieutenant 
Thomas William Symons, Lewis Free, 
man, and M. J. Lorraine-but these 
books have been largely unavailable, 

sitting on shelves well behind the story 
of hydroelectric power, a story that re, 
quired that none of us look back. 

hat follows is but a part 
of the larger song of the 
river that connects to 
the Wanapum legend. 

It is one person's attempt to gather to, 
gether many fragments. Other people's 
work has illuminated different sections 
of the native Columbia, each speaking 
to broad archetypal themes that teach us 
how to bring together what is dismem, 
bered and forgotten, how to heal that 
which separates us from the wholeness 
of Creation. The W anapum myth brings 
an essential teaching to the inner sane, 
tum of our bodies, the place where 
memory is held most deeply. It mandates 
that we keep aware of what links us to 
the sources by which we are sustained. 

River philosopher Chester Keller re, 
minds us that the links are organic and 
personal. For those of us who live within 
the Columbia's vast watershed, every 
hour, every day its waters and food play 
through our cells-literally, the water 
and land reside in us and we in them. 

In January 2001 seven bishops of 
the Roman Catholic Church issued a 
pastoral letter that takes our under, 
standings of the river beyond the per, 
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sonal. They wrote that the waters of the 
Columbia are a revelation of God's 
presence-a commons shared by all 
members of the community of life. This 
underscores what native people have 
held all along: that the Columbia's wa, 
ters are sacred and need to be kept pure. 
To do so can be a matter of life and 
death. We have only to remember 
Hanford Nuclear Reservation's legacy 
to recognize that this is so. 

Rock Island Rapids, Nespelem Can, 
yon, and Kettle Falls are three very spe, 
cial river places. By my reckoning, each 
retains a living presence although they 
have been flooded for years. 

At the base of a basalt cliff 13 miles 
below Wenatchee, Rock Island Dam 
can be viewed. Built in 1931, it was the 
first hydroelectric power project on the 
main stem of the Columbia. A small part 
of Rock Island is still visible behind the 
dam. Our interest, however, is in the 
part that now lies beneath the waters. 

On the river approach to the island, 
the current quickens at Bishop Rock, 
four miles upriver. French,Canadian 
voyageurs would now be tying kerchiefs 
around their heads and stripping down 
to essentials. The roar of the rapids be, 
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coming louder as we enter a dark can, 
yon, the river finally cuts through the 
basalt of the Columbia Plateau, creating 
two channels around the large island. 
Within the channels are many smaller 
islands, jutting points, and fast currents 
that tail into back eddies where migrat, 
ing salmon gather energy to ascend the 
rapids. Halfway down the left channel 
Hawksbells Point offers a commanding 
view of the island and rapids. 

n the three,quarter,mile length of 
the island, the river drops ten 
feet-slowly at first, but more 
steeply at its foot where numerous 

rocks obstruct both channels. Shooting 
these rapids never failed to produce ex, 
citement. Listen to Lieutenant Robert 
Johnson's account from the 184 7 
Wilkes expedition: 

Shortly after starting in the morning we 
ran down the Isle de Pierres Rapids. For 
about two miles the river rushed be, 

tween lofty islets, against which the ed, 
dying waters foamed in their fury. The 
descent, of course, required all the skill 
and coolness of the bowman and steers, 
man; the vessel was tossed on the surg, 
ing waters, with the surf and spray con, 
tinually dashing over her bows; all at 
once as if by magic we were gliding along 
without a ripple on the surf ace. 

Reaching the island itself was risky, 
requiring a trip through the river's swift 
current at the head of the rapid. Once 
there, jagged piles of rock made walk, 
ing difficult. The experience of being 
on the island-the powerful river fall, 
ing fast all around-must have been 
exhilarating. 

Sounds emanating from both chan, 
nels are heightened by canyon walls 
catching the low rumble and sending it 
back. At times stiff winds funnel through 
the canyon, adding yet another dimen, 
sion to the island's already magnified 
presence. By summer the island's rocks 
generate intense heat, and in winter ice 
jams sometimes clog the channels. 

When the salmon arrived in spring, 
excitement ran high. Fishing stations 
were ideally situated throughout the 
rapids. The village ofK'watskin, just up, 
stream at Rock Island Creek, swelled in 
numbers during these times. It was an 
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ideal place to go for sustenance and re, 
flection, but many traveling to Rock ls, 
land held a deeper intent-that of rev, 
elation. This required a person to give 
him or herself over to island presences 
both seen and unseen. The ethnogra, 
phies documenting Plateau cultures in, 
dicate it meant leaving behind familiar 
consciousness and entering the shadowy 
and potentially dangerous world that 
coexists alongside normally known real, 
ity. The seeker might spend several days 
in a secluded spot on the island. Perhaps 
after a time of praying and fasting, long 
periods of wakefulness, and little relief 
from the sun, he or she might be visited 
by an animal power or spirit being and 
thereby acquire special wisdom. Such 
clarifying, life,transforming moments 
were deeply personal and provided es, 
sential underpinnings for all that might 
follow throughout a lifetime. 

Taking a hammer stone, chisel or 
paint, the person on occasion gave ex, 
pression to these moments of profound 
realization by recording the experience 
in stone. A new image would thus join 
those previously left by Ancestors and 
other relations. 

Clustered on the north side of the 
island close to the river's left channel 
were hundreds of petroglyph,bearing 
boulders, many with up to 30 figures. 



Among the carvings were elk, deer, 
sheep, goats, a bear, and smaller mam, 
mals as well. One depicted a centipede, 
another a crawfish. Humans abounded, 
some standing, some engaged in the 
hunt, and others with hands raised. A 
number of images appeared to depict su
pernatural beings. Not all figures were 
representational; many bore geometric 
and abstract designs. Two unique boul
ders stood apart from the others, one 
with deep pits and grooves, the other 
filled with cupules. 

The petroglyphs at Rock Island re
vealed a world of vitality, animation, 
and story, mirroring the multidimen
sional life ways of Plateau Indians where 
human, animal, and spiritual elements 
in one realm could deeply affect out, 
comes in the other. 

avid Thompson, fur trader 
and explorer extraordi
naire, visited the village of 
K'watchin at the head of 

the rapids on July 7, 1811. His visit 
lasted four hours and concluded with 
the village of 800 lifting their hands in 
prayer as they saw him off. Two days 
earlier Thompson was just entering 

Nespelem Canyon, and things were not 
so upbeat. As evening approached, it 
began to rain. Darkening walls rose pre• 
cipitously from the river. Thompson di
rected several crewmembers to walk 
ahead in search of a campsite, but they 
found only steep banks and wet boul
ders-no level ground upon which to 
pitch their cotton tents. 

Ignace, the steersman, and several 
others attempted to paddle the boat 
down the shoreline in order to meet 
those who had walked ahead. Suddenly, 
the current thrust the boat into an over
hanging tree that knocked Ignace over
board into the raging waters. The men 
in the boat immediately paddled into 
the fast water and rescued him. Once 
safely ashore they discovered that 
Ignace had received a severe blow to the 
head, which Thompson treated by 
bleeding the wound. Night came, and 
the rain continued without a lull as the 
men sat shelterless on the rocks through 
the long hours of darkness. It was still 
raining the next morning. From drift, 
wood found along the shores, the men 
made more paddles to replace those bro
ken the day before. 

Soon the boat was tightly packed 
and launched into the current, which 

again proved too strong. 
Thompson gave the 

order to 
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pull ashore, and the men began unload
ing their gear for a long and difficult por
tage. Climbing out of the canyon, one of 
the crewmen glanced up through the 
mist to see a large procession of men, 
women, and children approaching on 
foot and horseback. They were a wel
come sight. 

The native people helped Thomp
son load his supplies onto their horses, 
and, in another several hours the re
markable entourage arrived at the 
people's village near the foot of the can
yon. They gave him horses, salmon, 
dried meat, and roots. Grateful for the 
kindness of these Indians, Thompson 
was generous in return, giving them to
bacco and beads, cloth trim, buttons 
and rings, as well as 18 hawksbells. 

Dropping nearly 30 feet in a four
mile run, the river current at Nespelem 
Canyon sped along at ten miles an 
hour, even faster at high water. Jutting 
rocks tossed the frothing water from 
one wall to the other, the canyon's 
constriction forced its waters to rise 
from 50 to 90 feet above low water 
level. When the river ran high, the 
narrow canyon backed up the Colum
bia's waters nearly ten miles in the di
rection of Grand Coulee. 

Had Thompson run the rapids that 
day, he would likely have been given 
even more trouble from Kalichen Rock, 
a large protrusion extending halfway 
across the river from the right shoreline. 
The first challenge confronting river 
travelers was to avoid being smashed 
into the rock, as the current directed ev-

erything toward it. Kalichen 
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Rock's more sinister effect, however, was 
created by the monstrously huge whirl, 
pool that awaited river travelers once 
they reached its other side. During high 
water its reach extended across the en, 
tire river. · Witnesses reported seeing 
huge 200,foot trees sucked through its 
vortex and not resurfacing for half a 
mile. Here in 184 7 Pierre DeSmet help, 
lessly watched the whirlpool claim the 
lives of five Hudson's Bay Company 
boatmen. He wrote that once the boat 
was sucked down not the faintest trace of 
their tragic fate could be seen upon the 
river's breast. For those lucky enough to 
survive its many perils, Nespelem Can, 
yon promised high adventure. Listen to 
Lieutenant Thomas William Symons's 
1881 account: 

And so we plunge along swiftly through 
the rolling water, with huge rocks loom, 
ing up, now on one side and then on the 
other. Every stroke of the oar is bearing 
us onward, nearer Nespelem Canyon 
and nearer the terrible Kalichen Falls 
and Whirlpool Rapids. For a few mo, 
ments the rowing ceases, while brave ol.d 
Pierre gives his orders to the Indians in 
their own tongue. 

With a shout they seize their oars, 
and commence laying to them with all 

their strength. We are rushing forward 
at a fearful rate, and we shudder at the 
thought of striking any of the huge black 
rocks near which we glide. 

Now we are fairly in the rapids, and 
our boat is rushing madly through the 
foam and billows. The Indians are 
shouting at every stroke in their wil.d 
savage glee. It is infectious-we shout, 
too, and feel the wil.d exultation which 
comes to men in moments of great ex, 
citement and danger. 

Ugly masses of rock show their heads 
above the troubled waters on every side. 
Great billows strike us fore and aft, 
some falling squarely over the bow and 
drenching us to the waist. This is bad 
enough, but the worst is yet to come as 
we draw near with great velocity to a 
huge rock which appears dead ahead. 

Has ol.d Pierre seen it? The water 
looks terribly col.d as we think of his 
failing eyesight. Then an order, a 
shout, backing on one side and pulling 
on the other, and a quick stroke of the 
steering oar, and the rock appears on 
our right hand. Another command and 
answering shout. The oars bend like 
willows as the Indians struggle to get the 
boat out of the strong eddy into which 
Pierre had thrown her. Finally she 
shoots ahead and passes the rock like a 
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flash, within less than an oar's length of 
it, and we shout for joy and breathe 
freely again. 

ymons, DeSmet, and Thomp, 
son all began their journeys 
downriver at Kettle Falls. 
Here the Columbia rushed 

over large, slanted quartzite formations 
straddling the width of the river. Dur, 
ing normal flows the river divided into 
two channels separated by Hayes Is, 
land. The shallower east channel nar, 
rowed to 50 feet before abruptly tum, 
ing to join the main river channel. The 
river dropped 31 feet over two princi, 
pal falls set only 1,300 feet apart. The 
upper falls, extending 380 feet from the 
mainland to Hayes Island, fell from 18 
to 25 feet while the lower falls, formed 
by a large promontory jutting 60 feet 
into the river, dropped 8 to 13 feet in 
two parts. Although the total fall be, 
tween the two remained relatively con, 
stant, at high water the lower fall was 
greater on account of the river's en, 
gorgement, which was caused by the 
jutting reef below. 

Beginning in late June and continu, 
ing through the fall, huge numbers of 
salmon arrived at Kettle Falls. Frontier 
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artist Paul Kane compared their num, 
bers to large flocks of birds leaping the 
falls from dawn to dusk with as many as 
40 jumping at once. Fishing here was 
always dangerous, requiring a high de, 
gree of organization developed over 
many years. 

The highly respected Salmon Chief, 
called See, Pay or Chief of the Waters, 
speared the first salmon coming upriver 
and presided over ceremonies honoring 
the fish's return. As water levels fell, he 
supervised the placement of large fish, § 
ing basket traps alongside the rocks ! 
where the fish leapt from the water. It 8 
was not unusual to find 300 fish in the ~ 

...c: 
basket when it was lifted from the turbu, i 
lent waters. ~ 

Fishermen speared and netted up to c3 
3,000 fish in a single day. To prevent caught a million pounds of salmon an, 
large fish from yanking fishermen into nually at the falls. 
the roiling waters, lines were affixed to When fish were running) Kettle Falls 
harpoons so that if a salmon was not was a place of excitement and festivity, 
landed immediately, the fish could take drawing more than a thousand people 
the line downstream. When a salmon annually. The camps bustled with activ, 
was speared, the pole was deftly turned ity-a rich assortment of families shar, 
to fix the harpoon in the fish's flesh. ing the work of fishing by day and the 
Often, to prevent being pulled off bal, pleasure of singing, dancing, and gam, 
ance, the fisherman threw himself ing at night. 
prone on the suspended platform as he 
worked to land the fish. 

By day's end the Salmon Chief por, 
tioned the catch among the families 
according to rights and needs. As 
salmon comprised up to one, half of 
native diets, families needed to procure 
three to six fish from each day's catch 
to sustain them throughout the year. 

ative Americans and First 
Nations peoples from both 
sides of the river gathered 
on Sunday, June 13, 1941, 

for a Ceremony of Tears on Hayes Is, 
land to honor and grieve for the falls 
that soon would be inundated by Grand 
Coulee Dam. Over the course of three 

Archaeologist/historian David Chance days, many spoke to the memory and 
estimated that prior to 1875 fishermen meaning of the falls. It was a place their 
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people had known since time began-a 
center of vitality for a life way thousands 
of years in the making. 

The losses felt that week at the falls 
were legion. It was a particularly sad time 
for those who had been forced to move 
their homes to make ready for Grand 
Coulee Dam. The people reflected and 
prayed-gone the salmon, gone the fa, 
vorite places along the river where fish 
might be caught, gone thousands of acres 
of food,producing bottomlands and ac, 
cess to root and berry grounds. 

Three weeks later, on July 5, 1941, 
the last traces of Kettle Falls disap, 
peared-the inspiring beauty, the foam, 
ing, surging, roaring, tumbling water 
rushing over rocks, creating mists and 
sprays of shimmering rainbows in the 
early morning sun-silenced and cov, 
ered beneath the newly created lake. 



Living memories remain, but not for 
long. With the passage of time-now 61 
years-each story remembered becomes 
increasingly important because we 
know that its teller is among the last few 
surviving who knew this special place. 

n the summer of 2001 the North 
Central Washington Playback 
Theatre Company visited the 
Kettle Falls area for the purpose 

of calling these stories forward. A 
group of 125 gathered at the Woodland 
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Theater, where actors and musicians 
listened intently as elders described 
their feelings and shared their memo, 
ries of the falls. Following each story, 
the actors mirrored the story back to 
both teller and audience. 

Newell Wilson, now 85 years old, re, 
membered visiting the falls as a boy of 
eight. His mother took a photograph 
that day of an Indian child who later that 
afternoon lost his footing on the slippery 
rocks and drowned. Some days later an 
Indian woman came to his neighbor, 
hood looking for the person who had 
taken the photograph. At first his 
mother thought she might be in some 
trouble, but the grieving mother ex, 
plained that this was the only picture 
ever taken of the boy and could she see 
it? After the actors finished, we sat with 
the story's many dimensions, taking in 
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both its beauty as well as its particular 
grief, a grief made larger yet by our own 
personal histories with those we have 
left behind and the places we have lost. 

I have found that to honor these river 
places now gone from our view it is help, 
ful to breathe in the reality of those 
losses. We need to feel them, however 
thankful we may be for the benefits the 
modem river bestows on us. In doing so, 
a doorway opens that nurtures deep com, 
fort derived from the knowledge that we 
can keep the native river alive within us 
and thereby experience its blessings. 

Mr. McKee, an early Bridgeport 
rancher, used to step out of his door each 
morning to look for his herd of horses 
high on the ridges above the Columbia. 
If he could spot his lead white stallion, 
"Old Safety," he knew that the rest of 
the herd was there. Many years later, 
long after he no longer owned horses, 
the old man found himself still going 
outside each morning, scanning the hill, 
side to see if he could spot Old Safety. 

High on the ridge near his homestead 
stood a white rock. One morning Mr. 
McKee returned to the kitchen, a smile 
on his face. He reported that he had 
spotted his horse high up among the 
cliffs: Old Safety was on duty and all was 
well with the herd. It was a story that 
neighbor Wade Troutman was fond of 
telling his daughter Melba as they drove 
home to their ranch just beyond Pearl 
Hill. Yet, with years, the white rock 
faded. In 1970, to keep the memory 
alive, father and daughter climbed to 
the rock and gave it a fresh coat of white 
paint. Then they, too, could look up 
from below each day to find Old Safety 
there again and know that all was well. 

I think of this story and remind myself: 
The river is there, written in the heart. 
Sing and dance that you may remember. 

William D. Layman, recipient of the James 
Castles Award from the Center for Columbia 
River History, is a regular contributor to 
COLUMBIA and author of Native River: 
The Columbia Remembered (Washington 
State University Press, 2002). Layman lives in 
Wenatchee where he maintains a private practice 
in mental health counseling and works on theatre 
and art projects in addition to his historical 
research on the Columbia River. 



BY ROBERT E. FICKEN 

ROM THE beginning, Wash, 
ington settlers bristled over 
outsider attempts to make 
them Oregonians. Brows fur, 

rowed and tempers flared at the mere 
mention of "North Oregon," by 1850 
the common designation in the Wil, 
lamette Valley for the country beyond 
the Columbia River. The Americans 
south of the river, an angry Olympia 
resident protested, "have us under the 
foot and wish to roll us in the dust." 
Congress appropriated funds for all of 
Oregon Territory, but the money was 
supposedly expended entirely in the 
valley. Puget Sound was denied protec, 
tion against the Indians and the benefits 
of the public surveys. 

Dispatching a memorial to Washing, 
ton City to request federal construction 
of a road across the Cascades, the legis, 
lative assembly, which had only two 
northern members, specified that the 
route be via Mount Hood, not Mount 
Adams or Mount Rainier. According to 
the Olympia Columbian, the first news, 
paper on Puget Sound, the only accept, 
able means of redress for such crimes 
was "A LEGAL DIVORCE FROM 
THE SOUTH." 

Consuming appropriately heavy 
drafts of alcohol, the citizens of Olym, 
pia celebrated Independence Day in 
1851 by toasting "the future State of 
'Columbia,' North of the Columbia 
River." Following a general whiskey, 
fumed discussion of regional problems, 
those still able to stand and deliver 
upon their convictions approved a 
resolution calling for a convention to 
consider "the propriety of an early ap, 
peal to Congress for a division of the 
Territory." Three days later the supe, 
rior court session regularly held at the 
Cowlitz Valley farmstead of English, 

ABOVE: The Northern Pacific division 
engineer reports completion of the 
switchback over Stampede Pass in 1887. 
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born pioneer John Jackson was trans
formed into an organizational meeting 
for the convention. Together, noted 
settler leader Isaac Ebey, these devel
opments constituted "the incipient 
steps nort[h] of the Columbia River for 
a new Territory." 

Ebey and his colleagues henceforth 
considered North Oregon to be Colum
bia Territory. They expected the new 
commonwealth, when formally orga
nized by Congress, to be bounded on the 
south, and on the east as well, by the 
great stream. "Does it not seem," asked a 
leading advocate of division, "that na
ture destined the Columbia river to be 
the dividing line between ... two power
ful States?" Geographical ignorance, it 
must be noted, influenced the thinking 
on boundaries. Columbia Territory sup
porters believed, at least, that an eastern 
line along the river "would include 
within our jurisdiction the beautiful and 
fertile valley of the Walla Walla." 

URSUANT TO the July ar
rangements, the Columbia 
Territory convention con
vened at Cowlitz Landing, a 

place temporarily known by the wonder
fully inelegant name of Warbassport, on 
August 29, 1851. The 24 delegates repre
sented, in the main, the Cowlitz Valley 
transportation corridor linking the Co-
1 umb ia with Puget Sound, Thomas 
Chambers of Steilacoom being the only 
attendee from the far side of Olympia. 

Resolving that "reasons too well 
known to require repetition" justified 
creation of the new territory, the con
vention left the drafting of the neces
sary congressional memorial to John 
Chapman, a briefly prominent attor
ney. After asserting that "the inhabit
ants North of the Columbia River re
ceive no benefit ... whatever from the 
Territorial Government of Oregon," 
Chapman turned, unfortunately, to an 
extended emotional diatribe against the 
Hudson's Bay Company. Possibly mis
interpreting the document as a declara
tion of independence from British cor
porate monopoly rather than from 
Oregonian political tyranny, Congress 
sensibly ignored the petition. 



Undaunted, especially in light of 
population growth and economic <level, 
opment on Puget Sound, the Columbia 
Territory forces tried again in 1852. A 
planning committee drafted resolutions 
in advance and encouraged attendance 
from all parts of the region. Forty,four 
delegates, including Arthur Denny and 
David Maynard from Seattle and Loren 
Hastings representing Port Townsend, 
assembled at Monticello, in Lewis 
County, on November 25th. 

A single day sufficed for the comple, 
tion of business. "The only question as 
to a division of this Territory," keynote 
speaker Quincy Brooks pronounced, 
"[is] of time and manner: when shall the 
division be made, and ... how shall the 
dividing line run?" Both queries, Brooks 
responded on behalf of the convention, 
had obvious answers: "our wants de, 
mand the immediate organization of 
the 'Territory of Columbia,' and ... the 
Columbia river should be the southern 
and eastern boundary line." 

Planning a follow,up convention for 
the coming spring, Columbia's friends 
anticipated no response, positive or 
negative, from Congress until at least 
1854. To widespread astonishment, as 
Isaac Ebey wrote in May 1853, "the or, 
ganization took place sooner by one 
year than we expected." Sentiment 
south rather than north of the river de, 
termined the outcome. Eager to attain 
statehood, residents of the Willamette 
Valley realized that Oregon Territory 
must be substantially reduced in size as a 
necessary prelude to admission. Con, 
gressional delegate Joseph Lane, whose 
ambitions included becoming senator 
from the new state, acted in accordance 
with this reductionist analysis. 

Introduced by Lane in December 
1852, the measure creating Columbia 
Territory was already under consider, 
ation by the time the Monticello peti, 
tion was received in Washington City. 
"Oregon is too large for one ... State," 
the delegate noted in explaining his ac, 
tion to supporters in the Pacific North, 
west. A pro,division memorial from 
Oregon's legislative assembly, asserting 
that the two sections were "in a great 
degree distinct communities, with 

different interests," was presumably a 
more influential missive than the docu, 
ment supplied by north,of,the,river set, 
tlers. Discussing the proposed bill, house 
members decided that the name should 
be changed to Washington, thereby 
avoiding confusion with the District of 
Columbia. The reasoning defied com, 
prehension, obviously being no im, 
provement in this respect, but the honor 
extended the nation's first president en, 
hanced the prospects for approval. 

Suitably amended, the legislation 
passed the House of Representatives on 
February 8, 1853. "The most striking 
feature in the Bill," the Columbian ob, 
served upon learning the news five 
weeks later, "is the name which is given 
to our Territory." Despite the patriotic 
nature of the substitution, the news, 
paper's editor groused, Washington 
"met with some distaste among many of 
our citizens." However, new territorial 
government north of the river, regard, 
less of the designation, was far better 
than no division at all. Olympia resi, 
dents therefore waited, as Isaac Ebey 
wrote, "on the tiptoe," for senatorial ac, 
tion in the final days of the congres, 
sional session. 

The Senate approved creation of 
Washington Territory on March 2, a 
day prior to adjournment. President 
Millard Fillmore, completing his own 
term of office, promptly signed the act. 
Upon receipt of the first reports from 
the nation's capital, on April 25, Olym, 
pians fired a ragged 100,gun salute from 
the locally available assortment of mus, 
kets, rifles, and pistols. 

ASHINGTON TERRITORY 

had both a different 
name and substantially 
larger limits than con, 

temp lated by the delegates to W arbass, 
port and Monticello. Instead of follow, 
ing the Columbia upstream to the 
English possessions on the east, the 
original 1853 boundary left the river at 
the 46th parallel, running direct to the 
Rocky Mountains. Upon Oregon's ad, 
mission to the Union in 1859, ex, 
panded territorial limits embraced 
modern Washington and Idaho, plus 
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Montana and Wyoming west of the 
Continental Divide. 

The borders made no sense-no 
bona fide settlers, after all, resided be, 
yond the Cascades-except in light of 
Oregon's eagerness to shed acreage in 
the interest of becoming a state. The 
land east of the mountains, moreover, 
was only nominally part of Washing, 
ton. Like water flowing downhill in ac, 
cordance with the laws of gravity, 
communication and trade followed 
the Columbia River, making the east, 
ern section of the new territory Orego, 
nian in fact, regardless of map,makers 
and politicians. 

On occasion, as the years passed, set, 
tlers and newspapers voiced discontent 
over the name Washington and urged 
that a change be made when the terri, 
tory, which attained its modern,day 
form in 1863, achieved statehood. 
Membership in the Union, however, 
was a long,delayed and, indeed, mod, 
estly,supported objective. Journalists 
might complain, as a Seattle editor re, 
minded his readers in 18 7 5, that "we 
have already passed nearly 23 years in a 
state of ... vassalage." Washington, an, 
other publisher lamented, was "liable to 
remain a territory for all time to come." 
Given the chance to express themselves 
on the issue via ballot proposals for a 
constitutional convention, however, 
the voters rejected admission in 1867, 
in 1869, and again in 1870 and 1874. 

Regardless of the name, Washing, 
ton's basic and enduring problem was a 
fundamental lack of cohesion, a schiz, 
oid division into contrasting and in, 
compatible climatic and economic 
zones. "The Cascade mountains consti, 
tute the dividing line between the tim, 
ber and prairie regions," the brazenly 
unscrupulous terri torial,era politician, 
Selucious Garfielde, informed Atlantic 
Coast lecture audiences. The west side 
was, as a Garfielde contemporary noted 
in a promotional pamphlet, "emphati, 
cally a lumbering district" controlled by 
investors based in San Francisco. Early 
on, the east side became an ever,grow, 
ing granary, an Oregonian hinterland 
exporting wheat by steamer and then by 
rail to Portland. 
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A genuine advance toward statehood depended on territorial 
unification and awaited the crossing of the Cascades by rail. As 
late as the mid 1880s Eugene Semple, the next,to,last territorial 
governor, reported that the only time he left Washington was 
when traveling between Olympia and Walla Walla or Spokane, 
excursions requiring a detour through Oregon. Through much of 
the period the east side was the more dynamic region, easily 
besting western Washington in terms of economic and demo, 
graphic growth. By 1880 two,fifths of the non, Indian population 
resided beyond the mountains, compared to less than a third on 
Puget Sound. The three most heavily,populated counties, and 
four of the top seven, were in eastern Washington. Urbanization 
was more pronounced on the sound, but the interior claimed 
four of the nine largest towns: Walla Walla, Dayton, Golden, 
dale, and Colfax. 

HE INCREASING importance of the east side gave par, 
ticular force to the central political dynamic of the 
years between 1860 and 1880. Convinced that their 
interests were sacrificed and their taxes expended for 

the benefit of Puget Sound, interior residents demanded-rather 
than statehood-a division of the territory along the crest of the 
Cascades. "Insurmountable" barriers of nature supposedly made 
trips to Puget Sound the equivalent of "undertaking a journey 
around the world." Although there was some talk of a union with 
eastern Oregon, the separation movement focused upon an amal, 
gamation with northern Idaho, Walla Walla serving as the capital 
of the new political entity. "Nine out of every ten voters" on the 
dry side of the mountains favored the concept, according to the 
Union and the Statesman, respectively the town's Republican and 
Democratic newspapers. On the west side, public opinion rejected 
the idea. Constricted by heavy forest, numerous rivers, and gener, 
ally rugged topography, the small areas of western Washington 
actually open to settlement and development could hardly stand 
alone politically and would eventually have to endure reabsorp, 
tion into the state of Oregon. "None but the most shortsighted 
territorians," one journalist argued with respect to this truly hor, 
rific prospect, "could allow themselves to take it up for the few 
immediate advantages it may appear to afford." 

Responding to the challenge, west,siders moved in the late 
1870s to secure statehood, taking advantage of the fact that the 
territorial assembly, which had long failed to reapportion itself, 
was dominated by Puget Sound's influence. The legislature autho, 
rized the election of delegates under a procedure calculated to 
maximize western Washington representation. The delegates met 
in Walla Walla in the summer of 18 7 8 and there drafted a state 
constitution. The 15 individuals selected, plus Lewiston publisher 
Alonzo Leland on behalf of the Idaho panhandle, spent 40 work, 
ing days writing a detailed document that, reduced to essentials, 
contained three fundamental provisions. The article on bound, 
aries included northern Idaho in the new state, a means of appeal, 
ing to interior interests. Olympia, however, retained the seat of 
government. And the constitution gave counties west of the 
mountains substantial, and for all practical purposes permanent, 
majorities in both houses of the legislature. 
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By an apparent two,to,one margin, 
Washington voters approved the consti, 
tution at the polls in November 1878. 
Properly understood, however, the refer, 
endum actually produced only a narrow 
and sectionally,based endorsement. In, 
dividuals wrote either "for" or "against" 
the constitution on their ballots, with a 
majority of the total votes cast in the 
parallel election for congressional del, 
egate required to pass the constitution. 
Since favorable tallies alone truly 
counted, there was a large fall,off in par, 
ticipation in areas opposed to statehood. 

One,fourth of the congressional vot, 
ers registered no opinion on the consti, 
tution and statehood, pro or con. The 
document was actually endorsed by only 
51 per cent of the electorate. Outside 
heavily Republican Whitman County, 
two,thirds of the eastern Washington 
voting population rejected statehood, 
either directly or by declining to declare 
an opinion. On Puget Sound, in con, 
trast, two of every three persons casting 
a ballot expressly supported the consti, 
tution. Setting aside Pierce County, the 
sole tidewater county in the negative 
column, the proposed state received an 
astonishing 96 percent approval rating 
on Puget Sound. Although notoriously 
ineffective three,term congressional 
delegate Thomas Brents regularly intro, 
duced admission legislation based on 
the 1878 polling, statehood was clearly, 
as the Walla Walla Union pointed out, a 
"premature" proposition. 

VERYTHING CHANGED after 
1880. Sparked by comple, 
tion of the N orthem Pacific 
(NP) to Puget Sound, first 

via gravity,defying switchback and 
then via a long tunnel beneath Stam, 
pede Pass, Washington's population 
mounted from 75,000 to 357,000 dur, 
ing the final decade of the territorial 
era. Reversing trends of the previous 
decades, a shift from east to west and 
from rural to urban got well under way. 
Seattle, Tacoma, and Spokane be, 
came and remained Washington's 
premier towns. 

Walla Walla, for nearly 20 years the 
territorial leader, was by 1888 barely a 

quarter of the size of Seattle. Together, 
the fast,growing cities on Elliott and 
Commencement Bays had more resi, 
dents than the combined total for the 
15 largest communities, Spokane in, 
eluded, on the other side of the Cas, 
cades. With wheat now exported from 
Puget Sound and lumber shipped to in, 
terior markets, the debate over divi, 
sion, an enduring issue since the first 
prospectors went up the river to the Nez 
Perce diggings in the 1860s, concluded 

on the basis of mutual economic inter, 
est. "If there is any animosity existing 
between the people on either side of the 
... mountains," the Walla Walla States, 
man announced in abandoning a long, 
cherished goal, "it exists solely in the 
minds of a very few." Admission to the 
Union awaited only the right combina, 
tion of political forces in the nation's 
capital, namely Republican control of 
the executive branch and of both 
houses of Congress. 

TOP RIGHT: In addition 
to voting for or st 
state constitutro , e 
Washington el te 
s I cted mong three 
candidat s for state capital 
and chose the initi I slat 
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On behalf of unity and statehood, 
west,siders agreed to abandon the 1878 
constitution, a document despised be, 
yond the mountains as detrimental to 
the interests of the interior. Puget 
Sound leaders also endorsed the annex, 
ation of northern Idaho, before, upon, 
or after admission. Other questions, 
however, defied resolution, even for the 
common good. "Our people were not 
consulted in the naming of the Terri, 
tory," the Seattle Post,lntelligencer (P,I) 
reminded recent immigrants unfamiliar 
with an ancient grievance. Although 
no territory had ever been admitted un, 
der an altered name, agreement was 
widespread on the need for a change. 
The problem was in settling upon the 
nature of that change. 

Wasting no time, the NP, sup, 
ported by a corps oflobbyists in private 
business and public life, suggested that 
the state be named Tacoma, after the 
preferred Commencement Bay desig, 
nation for the great mountain of the 
Cascades. The nomination made 
sense in a certain cynical way, for the 
NP, to a considerable extent, literally 
owned the territory. Well over seven 
million acres of public land, much of it 
valuable forest or tracts suitable for ag, 
riculture, had passed into the firm's 
possession courtesy of the federal land 
grant process. 

At least one congressional delegate, 
the ubiquitous Selucious Garfielde, re, 
ceived a railroad stipend while ostensi, 
bly serving the territory in Washington 
City. Other delegates depended on 
railroad campaign financing. While 
employed as surveyor general and then 
for two terms in the governorship, 
Elisha Ferry promised, "for the sake of 
'auld lang syne,"' to advance the 
company's interest at every opportu, 
nity. Officeholders of both parties 
wrote railroad executives to complain 
if they were somehow neglected in the 
annual distribution of passes. A few 
miles upstream from bypassed and soon 
extinct Yakima City, the NP designed 
North Yakima as a prospective new 
capital, displacing Olympia in a logical 
commingling of governmental and cor, 
porate enterprise. 

Countering the NP, Tacoma's en, 
emies offered a variety of alternative re, 
placements for Washington. Rainier, 
the name for the mountain favored ev, 
erywhere but on Commencement Bay, 
briefly appeared to be an appropriate 
compromise, but was rejected for patri, 
otic reasons. "It would be absurd," said 
one critic, "to alienate the name of the 
Father of his Country from Washington 
Territory and bestow upon it that of an 
English Lord who never saw any part of 
America." Columbia, that holdover 
from the days of Warbassport and 
Monticello, garnered considerable sup, 
port, particularly among old,timers. 
Some commentators called for the 
adoption of one of the "many smooth 
and pretty Indian names" not associated 
with the railroad. Others suggested that 
another of the country's major histori, 
cal figures be honored, with Abraham 
Lincoln and Daniel Webster among the 
qualified choices. Walla Walla cam, 
paigned for Marcus Whitman, the 
martyred missionary, a nomination ig, 
nored elsewhere in the territory. 

EEKING ADVICE from the gen, 

I

'¾ eral public, the P,I asked its 
readers in May 1888 to submit 
their pref erred names for the 

prospective state. Most of the nearly 
700 participants in this early attempt at 
poll,taking favored Washington. A 
smattering of votes were cast for such 
variants as Washingtonia, Washing, 
tona, George Washington and Martha 
Washington. Reflecting the biases of 
Elliott Bay residents, only 19 P,I sub, 
scribers indicated a preference for 
Tacoma. Among persons submitting a 
second place ballot, Columbia drew the 
greatest support. 

Across the territory the practical 
choice, given the broad division of 
opinion regarding the other options, 
was between Washington and Tacoma. 
Hostility toward Commencement Bay 
and the NP, rather than any great re, 
gard for the current name, worked 
against change. By the time of the 1889 
constitutional convention, moreover, 
genuine and truly serious economic is, 
sues-the disposition of public lands, 
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the future of the invaluable tidal tracts 
fronting seaboard communities, the 
regulation of railroads and other cor, 
porations-preoccupied the state's 
founders. Washington survived by de, 
fault in much the same manner that 
Olympia remained the capital. In the 
latter case, the west,side drafters of the 
relevant constitutional provision pro, 
vided that any replacement must secure 
a majority vote of the electorate. Olym, 
pia won at the polls in 1889, but only 
because its two rivals, Ellensburg and 
Yakima, could not agree among them, 
selves for one or the other to drop out in 
the interest of producing a combined 
east,of,the,mountains tally. 

The unhappiness over Washington's 
name reflected a preference for geo, 
graphically certain and secure borders, 
for a territory and a state that made 
sense to its residents. The Columbia 
convention delegates of 1851 and 1852 
certainly conceived of the great river 
as providing appropriate limits. Just 
enough agricultural acreage was re, 
tained beyond the mountains, they be, 
lieved, to serve-once roads were con, 
structed over the Cascades-as a 
hinterland for the dominant settle, 
ments on Puget Sound. In an early in, 
stance, however, of a major trend in 
Washington history, outside events and 
ambitions-in this case the work of Or, 
egonians-determined the course of re, 
gional development. And following an, 
other long,complained,of tendency, 
distant and unthinking decision,mak, 
ers in the nation's capital imposed a 
place name as well as unwanted borders 
on an unwitting populace. The "other" 
Columbia became the "other" Wash, 
ington. Poorly,received and unhappily, 
maintained, the designation stuck, 
largely because the potential replace, 
ments were championed by communi, 
ties unwilling to accept a new name that 
might benefit an urban competitor. 

A regional historian residing in Issaquah, Rob, 
ert E. Ficken is author of Washington Terri, 
tory (Pullman: Washington State University 
Press, 2002) and Unsettled Boundaries: 
Fraser Gold and the British,American 
Northwest (in press). 



P KANE WAS A young city in 1908, having been laid out in 1878 as 
Spokane Falls and adopting the name Spokane in 1890. Pictured 
above are tourists George and Minnie Walter Roup on their honey~ 

moon from Asotin County. Posing behind them is George's brother, 

Howard Roup, an engineer on the Northern Pacific Railroad. The NP had 

reached Spokane in 1881. 
Both George and Howard Roup were elected state senators in later 

decades, George from Whitman County and Howard from Asotin County. 

George's term was short, for the governor appointed him superintendent of 
the Monroe Reformatory where he served for seven years in the 1930s. 
Howard was a senator for 20 years. The Asotin County Courthouse honored 
him by closing during his funeral. 

-Juanita W. Therrell 

The Historical Society gladly accepts donations of prints or negatives of regional historical interest to add to its photograph collection. (Please contact the Society befor~ 
making donations.) Readers are invited to submit historical photographs for History Album. If a photograph is to be returned, it must be accompanied by a 

self-addressed, stamped envelope. For information on how to purchase a photo reproduction of the above image(s), or others in the Society's 
collection, contact Elaine Miller, research librarian, at 253/798-5915 or emiller@wshs.wa.gov. 
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ourism began in earnest in the United States during the 1840s. Im~ 
proved transportation in the East had made travel easier. Resorts 
sprang up that catered to the wealthy, but they were eventually Tl · k 
brought within the range of the middle class. Traveling short dis~ l L~ .':°' I ~ ( l ~ l I 1 L' 

ranees for weekend excursions became a favored activity. Travel destinations and 
real estate sales have always relied on one important feature: location. In the mid '"1, , l lf i ., t Ex J""t ir iv n l c· 
19th century the area around beautiful Spokane Falls on the Spokane River did not 
have location in its favor-the lack of transportation facilities in the area made ! i L t lit' [ 

1

~ I ( ..._. 
pleasure travel impossible for any but the hardy adventurer. The river was unnavi~ 

gable at the falls, and major transportation routes such as the Mullan Road passed I 9 t l i l l.. I 1 r l l n. 
at a distance of five miles. The falls were at times a full week's journey from Walla 
Walla, the nearest city, and while people passed through on the way to somewhere 
else, few stopped. 

In 1862 a mule train set up camp on the banks of the river near the falls. One 
member of the party described the river as rushing past in an irresistible torrent, 
with a roar and a force that made the rocky walls tremble. The muleskinners spent By Nancy A. Bunker 

/ 

~ Stop off af Spokane~~ 
( ~vr. 11 F. u l· nw Ur \RT P Tfl · n r,· ) 

J5' ..__ ______ _ _ _____________ _______________ ________ ~ 
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the night under a widespreading pine tree, 
the sound of the falls charming them to 
sleep. The only accommodations were the ~ 
ground and stars. 

Permanent white settlement began near 
the falls in 1871. A post office was established 
in 1872, and a small sawmill began operation a 
year later. In 1873 the small settlement boasted 
three or four families and several single men. When 
James Glover and J. N. Matheny rode into the vil
lage in May 1873 they were invited to spend the night 
in an unoccupied and roofless log cabin where they threw 
their bedrolls on the dirt floor. Despite the rough accommodations, Glover stated 
that he "went to sleep with the roar of the falls in my ears, and I had a comfortable 
and restful night's slumber." 

Glover proceeded to purchase squatter's rights to the land on both sides of the 
falls and set in motion a plan to help Spokane Falls grow. The sawmill was enlarged, 
and a small trading post was established. By the end of 1873 it looked as if the town 
was on the cusp of becoming a major destination. But the collapse of the Northern 
Pacific Railroad that same year precipitated a national depression, and Glover's 
land investment gamble seemed destined to fail. 

Though the next four years saw little growth in Spokane Falls, Glover persisted 
in his dream and the town slowly grew. Visitors were invited to bed down in the hay 
in Glover's barn. 

The first lodging house in town was Doc Masterson's, a rather rustic hotel that 
opened in 1877. Guests slept in the loft, accessible by ladder, on buffalo or bear 
skins thrown on the floor. This sleeping area was called the corral and a space could 
be rented for 50 cents a night. At the Western House, as it was called, after a meal 
of salmon and bear or deer, the host would tilt back his chair, put his feet on the 
table, and enjoy a smoke with his guests. The lodging was crude, but it was a favorite 
of the cowboys and miners who passed through the area. 
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ABOVE: Early tourists noted that 
many cross-country trains rolled right 
through Spokane at night, affording 
travelers little opportunity to see the 
town. This tourist guide cartoon 
encourages a special stop. 

OPPOSITE PAGE: This tourist 
guide, featuring the Great Northern 
depot, invited travelers to "Stop off at 
Spokane" and visit the seven falls in 
the heart of the city. 

BELOW: Spokane became an early 
hub for the Inland Northwest. An 
abundance of hydroelectric power 
allowed Spokane residents to enjoy 
electric lighting in buildings and 
streetlamps while many eastern 
cities remained in the dark. 



Publications such as West Shore 

VOi '-\·l~: ___ _ 

outdoors. By promoting the romance and history of the West the railroads in, 
creased interest in transcontinental travel. Spokane was able to reap the benefits of 
a successful western railroad promotion. 

New hotels sprang up to accommodate the sudden growth. By 1888 Spokane 
Falls boasted 18 hotels. That number rose to a high of 33 five years later, before the 
Panic of 1893 forced many of them to close and the number dropped down to 21. 

Northern Pacific trains often arrived at night. A Montana journalist described 
the following scene at the Spokane station in 1888. 

The various hotels were well represented with runners and free busses, and above the 
din of escaping steam, the unloading of luggage, and the excitement attendant, can be 
heard the yells of the runners, who red in the face, appeal to the stranger to try the merits 
of their respective hotel with as much fervor as if the hotels were in need of more guests, 
when in fact, all of them are overflowing. 

herher tourists were traveling in private palace cars or the lowliest 
9f emigrant coaches, they were able to find guides to help them 
experience the countryside as it passed. Printed guidebooks often 
contained embellished histories and descriptions of each western 

town the train passed through. "The tourist, loving the wild and pictur, 
esque, can spend days and days in the enjoyment of this delightful 
region." The guidebooks also served as geographies of the new areas to 
a nation with little understanding of the western states and territories. 

Eastern travel magazines were joined by such northwestern coun, 
terparts as West Shore and The Northwest. Illustrated promotional 
literature and the growing hobby of picture postcard collecting also 
influenced American travel. 

By the 1890s the tourist industry had developed new travel fea, 
tures. These included package tours, special excursions, and group 
rates. Day excursions were developed to "see" a certain area in a 
short time frame. Special tourist tickets with "free,to,wander" 
clauses allowed multiple stops and delays in a trip, allowing for 
sight,seeing and day excursions. 

Colorado and California both moved to the forefront of major 
tourist destinations in the western United States by the 1890s. A 
cross,country sight,seeing tour almost always included one or 
both states. Yellowstone was formed as a national park in 18 72 
and became a busy tourist mecca for the West. Spokane concen, 
trated on attracting tourists who planned to include Yellowstone 
on their itinerary. 

Spokane was advertised in travel literature as a home base 
from which the tourist could take day trips to enjoy the scenery 
and recreational opportunities of the surrounding area. Eliza, 
beth B. Custer described the journey northward from Spokane 
in 1891 in a Harper's Weekly article. Having left the bustle and 
noise of the rapidly growing city, 

... the engine, after some wheezing, brought us to the summit of the 
divide-over seven hundred feet above Spokane-and here lay a peaceful green 

lake, with pretty pebbly beach and clear water, reflecting and turning into a rich chrome 
the disfiguring yellow,pine buildings which are beginning to frighten away the loon, for 
which this little sheet of water is named. 

Spokane Falls attracted the appreciation of tourists. Numerous accounts com, 
pared the falls of the Spokane River to Niagara Falls, for example: 
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The train rolled into the well,lighted streets of a cheerful looking town, and the guard 
called out "Spokane. " By good luck, I went to a hotel just below the falls which gave the 
city its name, and where I enjoyed from my room a view different from, but strongly 
reminding one of, the great cataract of Niagara. To the music of these waters I slept 
joyously, if I may be allowed the term, and waked the fallowing morning with a feeling 
of exhilaration to commence my quest. 

Tourists who passed through Spokane often traveled on to northern Idaho. 
Coeur d'Alene Lake was a popular destination frequently described in great detail 
in many of travel brochures and articles. In a New York Times article one tourist 
described rising early to see the sun come up over the lake. He likewise recorded his 
amazement of the number of trout swimming therein. 

A second group of tourists traveled for the recreational opportunity to catch the 
fish previously described. Hunters and fishermen flocked to the new wilderness to 
enjoy the frontier through the collection of wildlife trophies. Spokane became 
known as an excellent area for the sportsman. From the banks of the Spokane River 
"at any point within one hundred yards or twenty miles, trout of large size, and fine 
flavor may be taken." One publication described Spokane as a paradise for those 
who love the sport of rod and gun: 

The river swarms with delicious, gamey [sic] trout and to catch them does not require 
more of a journey than five hundred yards from the principal hotel in town. In season, 
the river and lakes nearby , afford rare sport for the duck hunter, while deer, prairie 
chickens, pheasants, and grouse abound in the plains and wooded hills close by . 

e healthiness of travel was touted in 19th,century publications. 
Many Victorian,era city dwellers of average means led a sedentary 
existence and this was doubly true for women whose clothing and 
expected life,style did not allow for any outlet of physical activity. A 

journey to the West allowed travelers both male and female to achieve well,being 
through exercise and fresh air. Activity and mental stimulation undoubtedly added 
to the success of the journey, alleviating health problems. 

Nearby Medical Lake was a popular destination for health seekers beginning in 
the early 1880s. In 1883 a tourist from Springfield, Illinois, spent $58.85 on his rail 
fare and $16.00 for a week at Medical Lake, which included board, bath, blankets, 
and clothing. 

Most tourists to the West followed 
a standard circuit or tour and stayed 
only a few days in any one location. 
There were a number of side trips and 
sight,seeing tours that could be added 
to tour packages. Some visitors mar, 
veled at the diversity of culture offered 
in Spokane. George Dodson wrote the I 
following description of Spokane to ~ 
his wife: j 

:E 
It is a perfect show to a tender[ oat to J 
watch the people on the street. At any l 
time you look you can see from ten to ~ 
fifteen "cayuse, " that is Indian ponies, ~ 
going full tilt [with] an Indian or cow, .g 

~ 

boy on their back. This place is full of j 
Indians, there being several Indian Res, 3 

g 
ervations near here. . . . But to see the Jr L-=-::....::..::..:!.-=-~:.::..::....~~~~~~lz::it!!li 
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James Glover fell in love with the 
Spokane falls on his first visit and 
worked at promoting the town for the 
remainder of his life. 

In this c. 1883 photograph, the 
California House features an arch 
over the street proclaiming: "Spokane 
Falls the Gem City of the Inland Empire 
Gives First Greetings from Washington 
Territory to Eastern Visitors." 



View of the upper falls of the Spokane 
River from the north shore just below 
the Howard Street Bridge. Before the 
river was harnessed the sound of the 
falls could be heard four miles away. 

different kinds of people it is surprising, ... nearly everyone rides horseback here, [you 
may see] the hardest kind of looking Indians and cowboys with leather pants and a big45 
revolver buckled on their side and right alongside of them may be seen an Elegant looking 
lady ~nd "gent" on splendid looking horses both dressed to kill. The gent dressed with 
velvet riding coat and stiff hat, buff colored knee pants with riding boots and whip; the lady 
with an elegant riding suit and silk hat. On the walks are dozens of Chinese, Canadians, 
"English, you know," in appearance, German, French, Irish, and last but not least 
Americans, and everybody seems to be as busy as can be. 

/4 
/ 't_y tourists to the region felt an urgency to see it all before it was 

gone. They encouraged others to come and view the sights soon '{I; . because civilization was taking over the natural areas of beauty. One 
who expressed this idea most eloquently was Elizabeth Custer: 

I felt that I would like to go on a pilgrimage through our Eastern States, and beg people to 
hurry out here before all this interesting country is levelled [sic] off, smoothed down and 
made tame and commonplace. Think how weary we get of those beaten paths at home, and 
there is yet time to see some isolated and wild country. But a few years, If ear, will find all 
the individuality of this wonderland departed, and traffic and bustle penetrating to every 
distant corner of the Territories. 

Spokane, not being a major destination on the major tourist routes, required greater 
promotion to make travelers aware of the city and its tourist facilities. In the last three 
decades of the 19th century the town had blossomed from a population of 10 to nearly 
30,000 residents. Through it all, Spokane recognized the importance of providing for 
its visitors. Businesses were able to expand and new employment opportunities were 
realized. Travelers were some of the greatest promoters of the town by the falls, and 
their legacy helped to build a city. 

Nancy A. Bunker is associate professor and librarian at Whitworth College in Spokane. She is cur~ 
rently involved in writing a historical researcher's guidebook to the primary source collections of the 
Pacific Northwest. 
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W hen mention is made of 
the role of the locally 
organized, part,time 
citizen serviceman in 

American history, most people, histori, 
ans included, think of land,based 
forces from the minutemen of the 
Revolutionary War to the National 
Guardsmen of Desert Storm. Few 
think to include sailors prior to the 
Cold War as part of the centuries,old 
tradition of weekend warriors. 

At the tum of the last century citi, 
zen sailors known as the naval militia 
played a significant but now largely for, 
gotten role in the development of the 
modem United States Navy. In the pe, 
riod from the early 1890s to World War 
I, 22 coastal and Great Lakes states, 
plus Missouri, the Territory of Hawaii, 
and the District of Columbia all devel, 
oped naval militias. The states of Or, 
egon and Washington were slower to 
organize naval militia units than were 
California and states of the Northeast 
and Great Lakes regions. However, in, 
terest grew in the Pacific Northwest as 

tensions increased with Spain and 
Canada, and as the population ex, 
panded, particularly in the Puget 
Sound area. In the years from 1898 to 
191 7, units were organized from Ban, 
don, Oregon, to Everett, Washington. 

By the eve of the United States' entry 
into World War I, citizen sailors on the 
Northwest Coast totaled over 6 percent 
of the country's naval militiamen, while 
residents of Oregon and Washington 
constituted only 2 percent of the na, 
tional population. These statistics re, 
fleeted a growing naval consciousness 
between the years 1906 and 1915, when 
the percentage of enlisted men joining 
the navy from the two Pacific Northwest 
naval militia states doubled. The histo, 
ries of the two state militias are often 
intertwined. In particular, their com, 
bined training cruise to Hawaii in 1914 
illustrates some of the problems that 
arose as the United States began the sus, 
tained development of a naval reserve. 

International tensions and the ex, 
tended range of naval gunfire from the 
late 1880s to the mid 1890s contributed 
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to the formation of naval militias in 
states on the Atlantic and Pacific 
coasts. The United States was involved 
in international disputes in the Pacific, 
which raised concerns about the inevi, 
table vulnerability of the West Coast to 
naval attack. The nation became en, 
tangled with the Germans over Samoa, 
the Hawaiians over the removal of their 
queen, the Canadians over fur seals off 
Alaska, and the Chileans over the 
death of two sailors and the assault and 
arrest of 67 others from the USS Balti, 
more. There was also concern about the 
presence of European naval powers in 
the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of 
Mexico as revolution developed in 
Cuba and canal projects moved forward 
in Panama and Nicaragua. 

As the United States rushed toward 
war with Spain, Oregon was the first to 

The cruiser USS Milwaukee had been in 
service for only four years before she was 
decommissioned at the Puget Sound Navy 
Yard. After three years she was placed 
back in limited service and in 1914 
undertook a training cruise to Hawaii. 

The Vexing 
Voyage of the 

Oregon & 
Washington 

Naval Militias 



form a naval militia unit. A week before 
the formal declaration of war, prominent 
citizens in Portland and Astoria orga, 
nized units of company size, and a week 
after the declaration of war another was 
organized in Portland. As in other states, 
funds were provided for uniforms, weap, 
ons, and equipment, and each of the 
three companies, called divisions, con, 
sisted of 4 officers and 39 enlisted men. 
They came under the direction of the 
state adjutant general and in the tradi, 
tion of the militia since colonial times, 
officers were elected by the men. Like 
most National Guardsmen, they were 
unpaid volunteers who were only com, 
pensated when they left their jobs to 
train for one or two weeks a year. 

U nlike many of the older state 
naval militias, the citizen 
sailors from Oregon were 
not called into federal ser, 

vice during the Spanish American War. 
The size of the battalion peaked at 155, 
then declined to 130 at the tum of the 
century. Its relatively small size undoubt, 
edly contributed to Oregon's inability to 
secure one of the navy's older ships as a 
training vessel. By 1901 the unit's failure 
to procure a training ship of its own ulti, 
mately affected morale and retention. 
Training ships were "armories" the sail, 
ors could call their own, as opposed to 
the sometimes inhospitable and crowded 
drill halls of the National Guard. A 

training ship allowed the citizen sailors 
to obtain more realistic training on 
weekend cruises. Without a training ship 
naval militiamen had to wait a year for a 
one, to two,week stint on a cruiser or 
gunboat of the regular navy. 

By 1902 the Oregon Naval Militia 
had the rare experience of being dis, 
banded. Numbers and morale had 
fallen, inspection ratings declined, and 
Congress failed to provide the addi, 
tional monetary support that was ex, 
pected. The adjutant general ordered 
the dissolution to take effect on May 13, 
1902. Those men whose enlistments 
had not expired were transferred to the 
Third Infantry Regiment of the Oregon 
National Guard. But in 1910, 11, while 
tensions mounted with Japan and 
Canada in the North Pacific, the dis, 
banded militia was reestablished, sup, 
port from the federal government im, 
proved, and additional state naval 
militias were formed. 

In 1911 the Oregon Naval Militia se, 
cured one of the first vessels of the mod, 
em steel navy as its training ship-the 
protected cruiser USS Boston. The Bos, 
ton with armor covering only its lowest 
decks to protect its engines and maga, 
zines, was over 3,000 tons and nearly 300 
feet long. It had been in service on the 
Pacific since 1891, and was attached to 
Commodore Dewey's squadron at the 
time of the Battle of Manila Bay. The 
vessel had been out of commission at the 

Commander Joseph Reeves, 
"captain" of the USS Milwaukee on 

the unsuccessful cruise to Hawaii, is 
shmvn taking command of the USS 

Oregon at Bremerton in 1915. 
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Puget Sound Naval Shipyard for four 
years before it was sent to Portland 
where it remained for another four years 
as the headquarters and training ship of 
the Oregon Naval Militia. The historic 
vessel carried a normal complement of 
284 men, which meant that it had more 
than enough space to combine the units 
from Portland to Coos Bay, 225 in all, 
together with six sailors (gunner's mate, 
electrician, quartermaster, bosun, water 
tender and seaman) from the regular 
navy who resided on the ship as caretak, 
ers and instructors. In addition to the 
ship and sailors, the navy furnished 
clothing for the naval militiaman and 
two uniforms for the band, a level of fed, 
eral generosity not evidenced among all 
the other state naval militias. However, 
the pleasure of the militiaman in secur, 
ing a training vessel was dimmed by the 
fact that the Boston was an old ship. 

The steel,hulled Boston, when first 
commissioned in 188 7, carried sails to 
economize on fuel consumption. Al, 
though it had been modernized by 1911 
and the masts used to carry lookouts 
rather than sails, it lacked facilities to 
train the sailors with the latest equip, 
ment. Warship technology in the early 
years of the 20th century advanced rap, 
idly in fire power, gunnery training, en, 
gine design, and electronics. As navies 
entered the era of dreadnoughts, battle 
cruisers, submarines, destroyers, and 
aircraft carriers, the outdated Boston 
was not wanted for long cruises. The 
United States Navy wanted reservists 
to train aboard more up,to,date vessels. 
In June 1912 the weekend sailors 
trained aboard the armored cruiser USS 
Maryland, which had entered service in 
1905. They steamed along the West 
Coast, learning how to work the ship 
and its guns. The naval militiamen also 
demonstrated that they could conduct 
themselves without incident during lib, 
erties in San Francisco and Venice, 
California. 

By the end of 1913 weekly 90,minute 
drills were held on Tuesdays for the men 
and an additional two hours of schooling 
was provided on Fridays for the officers. 
That year they had been getting ready 
for a two,week cruise aboard the recently 



completed armored cruiser St. Louis, and 
a three,week cruise aboard its sister ship, 
the Milwaukee, projected for 1914. In 
1913 only 42 percent of the enrolled na, 
val militiaman arranged to leave their 
jobs to take the cruise, but the following 
year 88 percent were aboard for what 
would be for many a once,in,a,lifetime 
visit to exotic Hawaii. 

The Washington Naval Militia, 
formed in 1911, drew most of its mem, 
bership from around Puget Sound. The 
majority of the citizen sailors came from 
the port cities of Seattle and Tacoma, 
which by 1910 had surpassed Portland 
in combined population by 134,000. 
Soon after the Washington unit was or, 
ganized, a division formed in Aber, 
deen, Hoquiam. 

Ready access to the Puget Sound Na, 
val Shipyard was of benefit in securing 
training ships. The Washington Naval 
Militia obtained several, but they too 
turned out to be older vessels. The first 
was the USS Concord, which, like the 
Boston, was one of the first ships of the 
steel navy and a participant in the Battle 
of Manila Bay. The Concord was a 
1, 710,ton vessel that had little to offer 
as a training ship but served as headquar, 
ters, armory, and meeting hall for the 
unit until mid June 1914, when the ship 
was transferred to the Coast Guard and 
served as a quarantine ship at Astoria. 

F
or training cruises the Washing, 
ton unit obtained Coastal De, 
fense Monitor No. 10, the USS 
Cheyenne. The 3,225,ton war, 

ship carried two large 12,inch guns that 
were expensive to fire, and its low free, 
board meant that in reasonably heavy 
seas the Cheyenne's decks were under 
water most of the time. It was of limited 
usefulness as a training ship, and in 
1913 it went across Puget Sound to the 
naval shipyard to be used, more appro, 
priately, as a submarine tender. 

The Washington unit's next and 
most notable training ship was the 
1,010,ton, steel,hulled, sail, and steam, 
equipped gunboat, the USS Vicksburg. 
The ship was used for a weekend train, 
ing cruise in mid, August 1913. Com, 
mander William B. Allison, writing for 

0 

§ were willing to teach. The only major 
; problem developed when the men of 
i the engineering division found that the 
~ combined heat and physical effort re, 
8· quired to stand watch (shovel coal) in 
~ the engine room was overly taxing. 
~ Though men from the other divisions 
! volunteered their assistance, it was not 
~ the kind of duty they expected, and the 
~- engineers had scant opportunity to 
~ learn how to handle the wide variety of 
0 guns aboard the ship. Despite the 

Commander Mark St. Clair Ellis, 
executive officer of the USS Milwaukee in 
1914, evidenced little regard for the naval 
militiamen on the voyage to Hawaii. 

the unit, stated, "It would be difficult to 
get a ship better adapted to train the 
Naval Militia than the Vicksburg," That 
year it was lent to them and, combined 
with their Puget Sound location, of, 
fered many opportunities for weekend 
training cruises. 

The Aberdeen,Hoquiam division, 
with its easy access to the Pacific 
Ocean, sought their own training ship. 
From 1913 until late 1916 that group of 
militiamen trained on the 155,ton tor, 
pedo boat, the USS Fox. However, the 
navy sought to expose the reservists to 
living and training conditions on larger 
vessels, and arranged to make cruisers 
and battleships available at least once a 
year for more extended cruises. 

In 1913, the light cruiser Galveston, 
which had been in reserve at the Puget 
Sound Na val Shipyard, was put into 
service for a ten,day cruise that took 
the Washington Na val Militia to 
Ketchikan, Alaska. The prospect of 
such a cruise resulted in a high turnout 
of reservists-some 18 officers and 226 
men. This represented a 72 percent in, 
crease in the normal ship's comple, 
ment, and additional space had to be 
found to billet them all. The reservists 
were willing to learn, and the regulars 
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crowded conditions, many drills were 
held and the cruise was enjoyed by of, 
ficers and men. 

OnJuly 1, 1914, the cruiser USS Mil, 
waukee, with a reduced complement of 
361 officers and men, steamed into 
Puget Sound to take aboard 225 officers 
and men from the Washington unit and 
198 officers and men from the Oregon 
unit for a three,week training cruise to 
Hawaii. The Milwaukee was a relatively 
new, 9,700,ton heavy cruiser put into 
commission in 1906. Designed for a full 
complement of 673 men, the training 
cruise exceeded the authorized comple, 
ment by over 100 men, a situation that 
would create tension under the best of 
circumstances. But conditions wors, 
ened, largely due to the quality of the 
Milwaukee's crew. 

Since April of that year hostile rela, 
tions had existed with Mexico. When 
ships, sailors, and marines were sent to 
occupy Vera Cruz, additional ships had 
been placed in service. Sailors were 
scarce and, according to Commander 
Allison of the Washington Na val Mili, 
tia, the Milwaukee was a very slack ship 
with a substandard crew: "A crew that 
was made up of men from Prison Ship 
and Detention Barracks and recruits 
who have only learned how to slight 
their duties." In addition, Lieutenant 
Commander Mark St. Clair Ellis, the 
ship's executive officer and the man in 
charge of working with the militias, 
was reported to be on his way toward 
retirement, contentious by nature, un, 
sympathetic to the purpose of the 
cruise, and derelict in his duties. Mean, 
while, Joseph Reeves, the captain of 
the vessel, appears to have been oblivi, 
ous to the deteriorating situation. 



From Commander Ellis's comments 
and behavior it was evident that he 
held the naval militiamen in low re, 
gard. There was confusion in finding 
berths for all the men to be billeted, as 
well as an insufficient number of ham, 
mocks. They were assigned berths 
about the ship, frequently in such a 
mixed fashion that it became difficult 
for their officers to find them. Oppor, 
tunities to drill the men were insuffi, 
cient, and what drills they managed 
were constantly being interrupted. 

Unit cohesion and learning deterio, 
rated when men were assigned to teams 
composed of regular crewmen and mili, 
tiamen from their neighbor state. The 
problem was compounded by some of 
the regular officers and crewmen who 
regarded their instruction of naval mili, 
tiamen as extra duty or punishment. 
Duties were assigned to militia officers 
without any prior determination of 
their competence to handle such tasks. 
Even worse, many of the militia officers 
were assigned redundant tasks and got 
in each other's way. 

Extra uniforms were brought aboard 
for the militiamen but could not be is, 
sued until so ordered by Commander 
Ellis. Despite repeated requests from 
naval militia officers, and Ellis's own 
comments about the dirty uniforms of 
the militiamen, he did not issue such an 
order until the cruise was nearly com, 
pleted. He saw to it that the men had 
ample opportunities to clean the ship 

but held no fire, collision, or abandon, 
ship drills-exercises that were stan, 
dard on such cruises. 

U 
pon arrival in Honolulu the 
militiamen experienced 16 
hours of dirty work filling 
the ship's bunkers with 1,250 

tons of coal. Complaints about that task, 
however, were mostly related to the tra, 
dition of having the ship's bands play 
while the men worked; some militia 
sailors disliked their music. In addition 
to the Milwaukee's band, the naval mili, 
tias of both states had brought their 
bands. Commander Ellis required that 
all three participate, but as the coaling 
extended from late evening into the 
early morning hours, it was suggested 
that he rotate the bands. He either liked 
loud music or so detested the militia, 
men that he required all three bands to 
continue without relief. That order re, 
sulted in many bruised and cracked lips, 
making it impossible for them to per, 
form on the return journey. 

After some rest the men were given 
48 hours of shore leave to enjoy the Ho, 
nolulu area. An account written about 
two militiaman from Oregon related 
that they appreciated their time off the 
ship as they walked about the city and 
climbed the hills. They enjoyed meals 
that differed from the heavy bean diet 
aboard ship but soon ran short of cash 
and resorted to eating numerous bananas 
and sleeping outdoors. Newspaper ar, 
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tides about the trip noted that sight,see, 
ing was a common activity and many of 
the men went surfing. Some of the citi, 
zen sailors from both militias had enough 
money to pay for tour rides in automo, 
biles. Those who became addicted to 
pineapples and failed to adequately rinse 
their mouths became more appreciative 
of the plight of the sore,lipped bands, 
men. Nine men failed to return from lib, 
erty by the time the ship sailed: two from 
Oregon, three from Washington, and 
four from the regular crew. 

The return voyage was something of 
an improvement because the naval mi, 
litia executive officers finally had an op, 
portunity to speak with Captain 
Reeves. Opportunities were now af, 
forded for gun drills, but the men did 
not get enough target practice to be of 
practical use. Militia officers were fi, 
nally given the responsibility of stand, 
ing watch on the bridge. However, the 
ship's regular "Officer of the Deck" was 
also on the bridge to provide assistance 
if needed; otherwise he remained silent. 

The petty officers and regulars now 
had better relations with the militiamen, 
but most of the regulars were new recruits 
who provided no assistance and were of, 
ten charged with picking fights. Militia 
officers and men had items "abstracted" 
from their sea bags. At one point a 
militiaman's hammock disappeared and 
he was told to borrow one from a sailor on 
duty. That night, when the sailor came 
off duty and found his hammock missing, 
he attacked the sleeping militiaman, 
breaking several of his teeth. 

At the end of the voyage, once the 
naval militiamen had left the vessel after 
anchoring at Tacoma, they were ready to 
"let bygones be bygones" and started to 
raise a departing cheer for the Milwau, 
kee. The cheer was cut short when men 
aboard the cruiser showered them with 
potatoes as they sat in the cutters. 

Reports by officers from both states 
plus a journalist assessed the cruise as a 
failure and a waste of money. They 
noted that cruises were supposed to 
serve as a recruiting tool for both the 
naval militia and the regular navy, but 
the voyage to Hawaii and back had the 
opposite affect. It became necessary for 



the more experienced militiamen to 
point out repeatedly that neither the 
cruise to Hawaii nor the behavior of the 
Milwaukee's crew was typical. Recom
mendations from the leaders of each 
militia urged that their unit not be put 
on the same ship with another state mi
litia. If problems between the two 
groups compounded the problems with 
the ship's crew, they were not detailed. 

However, the Oregon unit did indi
cate that most of the problems with the 
regular crew involved the men from 
Washington, many of whom were new 
recruits. It was recommended by officers 
from both states that future cruises be 
made aboard their own training ships 
and that new recruits not be accepted 
into the naval militia so close to cruise 
time. The Washington militia's weekly 
training schedule was evidently not as 
intense as the Oregon militia's. How
ever, officers of both units wanted more 
time to educate recruits in naval prac
tices and customs before taking them 
aboard a United States Navy vessel. 

The unsuccessful training voyage did 
not harm the subsequent careers of ei
ther Captain Reeves or Commander 
Ellis. Ellis's retirement was delayed and 

he stayed in the navy through World 
War I, commanding the naval base in 
Charleston, South Carolina. Reeves 
went on to command the USS Oregon 
and other, older battleships through 
World War I; after the war he became 
commander of the navy's first aircraft 
carrier, the Langley, and eventually re
tired in 1945 at age 74, having attained 
the rank of vice admiral. 

The unsatisfactory cruise ulti
mately impacted all naval mi
litia cruises. According to 
The Official History of the 

Washington National Guard, the adjutant 
generals of both Oregon and Washing• 
ton passed along their recommended re
forms to the Navy Department and new 
instructions for naval militia cruises 
were soon issued. They required that the 
United States Navy's captain of the ves
sel tum it over to the commander of the 
militia unit making the cruise, relieving 
the captain of all responsibilities except 
those of instructor and advisor. The re
sult was that militia officers and crew 
gained more experience in commanding 
and manning large naval vessels. 

Training cruises with two state units 
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For most of the year gun training for 
naval militiamen was generally 
confined to rifles, machine guns, and 
small caliber, quick firing guns. Their 
exposure to larger naval guns took place 
on vessels of the regular navy during 
annual one• to two-week sea cruises. 

on one warship were not uncommon. 
They frequently took place among naval 
militias from states on the East Coast 
and sometimes involved men from three 
states. Yet, while they sometimes had 
problems with hostile or indifferent na
val officers, their relations with the 
regular crewmen never revealed any• 
thing like the hostility the citizen sailors 
experienced aboard the Milwaukee. 

In January 191 7 the cruiser was 
brought too close to Samoa Beach on 
Humboldt Bay while attempting to assist 
a submarine that had run aground. The 
Milwaukee also ran aground and became 
a local attraction around Eureka, Cali
fornia. When efforts to refloat the heavy 
cruiser failed, it was abandoned and bro
ken up in 1918. 

Thomas C. Buckley is an associate professor 
of social science and history at the University 
of Minnesota. 



Lincoln Article Too Short 
As always, I enjoyed the latest "Colum

bia." Chief Justice Alexander's article about 
Lincoln was great. It was too short and the 
enjoyment ended too soon. Also, I hoped 
that it would examine the impact of Lincoln's 
railroad grants on the Pacific Northwest. 

-Jim "Holly" Hollingsworth 

Keeping Their Memory Alive 
My dad, Commander Edward S. Stevens, 

United States Naval Reserve, was with De
stroyer Escort#422, Douglas A. Munro, from 
its commissioning until the end of World 
War II. He began his tour as executive of
ficer and ended up as the skipper. Dad died 
in 1999, and amongst his things was a letter 
from Douglas Munro's father, with whom 
Dad corresponded during the war. 

I am so pleased to be able to learn more 
about the young man for whom Dad's ship 
was named, and especially to know that the 
article was written by someone who knew 
Doug Munro. I am happy to know that this 
young man is remembered by his state and 
his community. Dad marched in Memorial 
Day parades from the war's end until his 
death-his final march was at the age of 89. 
He marched so that we would always remem
ber those who did not return home. 

Thanks for keeping such an important 
memory alive. 

-Karen Jorgenson, Phippsburg, Maine 

Recycle Your Old COLUMBIAs! 
Members are invited to donate their back 

issues of COLUMBIA to our "recycle" pro
gram. The magazines you return to WSHS 
will be made available to schools and libraries 
free of charge, except for the cost of shipping. 
We accept donations of any COLUMBIAs in 
good condition, but especially valued are 
earlier issues, 198 7 through 1997. Please con
tact the Education Department (253/798-
5878) or the COLUMBIA office (253/798-
5918) to arrange for your donation. 

a 

Interested in learning more about the topics 
covered in this issue? The sources listed here 
will get you started. 

After the Fire 
Distant Corner: Seattle Architects and the Legacy of H. H. Richardson, by Jeffrey Karl Ochsner 

and Dennis Alan Andersen. Seattle & London: University of Washington Press, 2003. 

Henry Hobson Richardson: A Genius for Architecture, by Margaret Henderson Floyd. New 
Yark: Monacelli Press, 1997. 

Living Architecture: A Biography of H. H. Richardson, by James F. O'Gorman. New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 1997. 

Made to Last: Historic Preservation in Seattle and King County, by Lawrence Kreisman. 
Seattle: Historic Seattle Preservation Foundation; Seattle & London: University of 
Washington Press, 1999. 

River of Memory 
Drummers and Dreamers, by Click Relander. Port Angeles, Washington: Northwest 

Interpretive Association, 1986. 

Sources of the River: Tracking David Thompson Across Western North America, by Jack 
Nisbet. Seattle: Sasquatch Books, 1994. 

Great River of the West: Essays on the Columbia River, edited by William L. Lang and 
Robert C. Carriker. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1999. 

Native River: The Columbia Remembered, by William D. Layman. Pullman: Washington State 
University Press, 2002. 

Columbia, Washington, or Tacoma? 
Issac I. Stevens: Young Man in a Hurry, by Kent D. Richards. Provo: Brigham Young 

University Press, 1979. 

Confederacy of Ambition: William Winlock Miller and the Making of Washington Territory, by 
William L. Lang. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1996. 

The Great Columbia Plain: A Historical Geography, 1805-1910, by D. W. Meinig. Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 1968. 

Just Passing Through 
Hear that Lonesome Whistle Blow: Railroads in the West, by Dee Alexander Brown. New 

York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1977. 

Passage to Union: How the Railroads Transformed American Life, 1829-1929, by Sarah 
Gordon. Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 1996. 

A Room for the Night: Hotels of the Old West, by Richard A. Van Orman. Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1966. 

Seeking Pleasure in the Old West, by David Dary. New York: Knopf, 1995. 

Militiamen to Hawaii 
History of the United States Navy, Vol. 1, by Robert W. Love, Jr. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 

1992. 

Privateers and Volunteers, by Reuben E. Stivers. Annapolis, Maryland: 1996. 

"Oregon Naval Militia." Quarterdeck Review (Astoria) 12, no. 4. 
"Jolly Tars Back from Long Cruise." Oregon Journal (Portland), July 21, 1914. 
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The Lewis and Clark Journals 
An American Epic of Discovexy 
By Meriwether Lewis, William Clark, and the ~\embers of the Corps of Discovery 
Edited an<l with an introduction by Gaxy E. ,:\foulton 

"What makes this single volume of journal selections more powerful than its 
contemporaries is the use of other corps members' diaries to provide forther 
details about the journey .... This book will bring the expedition alive to a new 
generation of readers." -Library Journal 
$29.95 cloth 

2002 Pacific Northwest Booksellers Association Award 
2002 Idaho Library Association Book Award 

Standing Up to the Rock 
By T. Louise Freeman-Toole 

"A poignant, reflective account of homestead survival and rugged individuality 
along the Snake River of Idaho." -Pul,li,her.t 111/eekly 
$15.95 now in paper! 

Plateau Indians and the Quest for Spiritual Power, 1700-1850 
By Larxy Cebula 

Fu~ing myriad primary an<l secondary sources, historian Larry Cebula offers a 
compelling master narrative of the impact of' Christianity on the Columbian 
Plateau peoples in the Pacific Northwest from 1700 to 1850. 
$49.95 doth 

University of Nebraska Press. \HVW.nebraskapress.unLedu • 800.755.1105 

FOLLOW THE EXPEDfl'ION'S PATH ALONG THE 
COLU.M·SL~ RIV£"- F~OM EASTER..N .~ · 

W)Si-f lN(;TON 10 THE PAClfl.C OCEAN- ~ 

-ND YlflI W~SHIN(;TON STATE P~~S 
THAI O,ff{~: tAMPfN(;, RV-ING, YU~tf 

. &.°c~!INS A-NDVACAUbN H0U.S.EL . 



Edited by Robert C. Carriker. 

EsrnER Ross 
S tillaguamish 
Champion 

By Robert H. Ruby 
& John A. Brown 

Esther Ross 
Stillaguamish Champion 
By Robert H. Ruby and John A. Brown. 
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2001; 
352 pp., $29.95. 

Reviewed by Clifford E. Trafzer. 

For over half a century, Robert H. Ruby and John A. Brown 
have researched and published numerous books addressing 
the history of American Indians of the Pacific Northwest. 

Included are biographical works on Chief Moses, Smohalla, 
Skolaskin, John Slocum, and Myron Eells. They now offer a book on 
Stillaguamish leader Esther Ross. Born to Angelina and Christian 
Johnson in 1904-a unique combination of Norwegian and Stilla
guamish heritage-Esther became the most important advocate of 
the Stillaguamish people. Her people once controlled a vast land
scape encompassing the northeastern sphere of Puget Sound. In 
time, they lost nearly all their land but not their native identity. Ross 
guided the Stillaguamish from 1926 until her death in 1988. She 
persistently and doggedly urged her tribe to reorganize politically, 
and she became their guiding light, leading the struggles to gain 
federal recognition, compensation by the Indian Claims Commis
sion, and treaty rights guaranteeing Indian fishing. 

Ruby and Brown provide a well-balanced biography of Ross, expos
ing her faults as well as her accomplishments. Ross was a hardheaded, 
hard-driving leader who usually refused to take no for an answer. Yet, 
she listened and learned from others, particularly through the histori
cal studies ofNels Bruseth, the political opinions of Herbert Holdridge, 
and the legal work of David Getches. She also listened to tribal elders, 
particularly those from her husband's tribe, the Lummis. Ross worked 
to preserve the burials of her people and fostered a larger cultural 
revitalization through the protection of remains and grave goods. She 
also worked tirelessly to protect aboriginal and the treaty rights of her 
people to take fish at all usual and accustomed areas. The Stillaguamish 
fought the Fish Wars and were party to the landmark 1974 decision of 
Judge George Boldt. Esther Ross led her people during the conflict and 
its rocky aftermath, using the Fish Wars as a way to unify her people 
and, at the same time, enhance economic, political, and cultural op
portunities for the Stillaguamish. 

Ross played a role in American Indian history in Washington 
state and Washington, D.C., often taking her causes directly to the 
nation's capital. She cooperated effectively with the National Con
gress of American Indians and other native organizations. She 
fought bureaucrats, politicians, and other Indians, and she resisted 
adversaries by traveling through or around them. The book allows 
readers into Esther's world, one that was filled with familial, tribal, 

state, and national politics. It offers a microcosm of Indian history 
during the mid to late 20th century by focusing on tribal recognition, 
claims, termination, and self-determination. Esther's life speaks vol
umes about personal, cultural, and tribal sovereignty. Anyone inter
ested in women's history and Native American History, particularly 
that in the Pacific Northwest, will find this book of value. It is a rich 
presentation of a unique native leader who contributed significantly 
to her tribe and region. 

Clifford E. Trafzer taught at Washington State University when he coauthored 
Renegade Tribe: The Palouse Indians, which received the 1986 Washington 
Governor's Writer's Award. He is currently professor of history at the Univer
sity of California, Riverside. 

IN FULL Vrnw 
A True and 

Accurate Account 
of Lewis and 

Clark's Arrival at 
the Pacific Ocean 

By Rex Ziak 

In Full View 
A True and Accurate Account of Lewis 
and Clark's Arrival at the Pacific Ocean 
By Rex Ziak. Astoria: Moffitt House Press, 2002; 
230 pp., $34.95. 

Reviewed by Allan W esselius. 

P acific County, Washington, historian Rex Ziak has re
searched and published the book that finally clarifies many 
of the misconceptions that past authors have written about 

the 30 days that the Lewis and Clark expedition spent at the mouth 
of the Columbia River before they established a winter encampment. 
From November 7 to December 7, 1805, the Corps of Discovery 
spent a month on the lower Columbia River trying to reach the 
Pacific Ocean and then seeking a suitable location for winter quar
ters. The author's intimate knowledge of the Columbia River estuary 
and his scholarly approach to the study of the Lewis and Clark story 
has produced a volume of information on the controversial matters 
dealing with their arrival at the end of their mission. 

Filled with maps and photographs, the book is meticulously refer
enced with supportive evidence for an accurate interpretation of the 
events that changed history. The use of old navigational charts of the 
Columbia River and modern satellite photographs help the reader 
follow the corps' movements and understand the changing weather 
patterns that influenced their exploration. The book not only in
cludes information relative to the Lewis and Clark expedition, but 
also the history and environment of the Pacific Northwest around 
the mouth of the Columbia River. 

Step by step Ziak leads the reader through the many harrowing 
events that led the expedition to their triumphant success and then 
determined their decision to winter on the Pacific Coast. Charts and 
graphs help explain the effect that tides, river currents, and weather 
had upon the winter conditions as the corps struggled to survive in the 
harsh conditions. The author is also very frank when speculation and 
conjecture are required to fill in the blanks where the captains' and 
corpsmen's journals do not provide the information necessary for a 
conclusion on several unanswered questions concerning the expedi
tion. The credibility of the information provided in this publication is 
enhanced because the author does not allow prejudices to influence his 
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conclusions. Ziak lets William Clark tell the story, then he provides 
the modem reader with the facts to clarify the corps' experience. 

Just in time for the bicentennial observance of the Lewis and 
Clark expedition, this book is a must for historians and students of 
Pacific Northwest history. It will be a valuable source of analysis for 
Lewis and Clark scholars regarding a small segment, but one with 
crucial historical impact, of America's most celebrated journey. 

Dr. Allan Wesselius, a Centralia veterinarian, is a member of the Lewis and 
Clark Trail Heritage Foundation. His four-part series in Columbia on Lewis 
and Clark place names in Washington appeared in volume 15 ( 2001) . 

SEATTLE 
TRANSFORMED 

World War II to 
Cold War 

By 
Richard C. Berner 

Seattle Trans formed 
World War II to Cold War 
By Richard C. Bemer. Seattle: Charles Press, 1999; 
330 pp., $21 paper. 

Reviewed by Sharon Prendergast. 

The third installment of Richard Bemer's expert series on 
the progress of Seattle in the 20th century is, like its pre
decessors, highly organized, clearly written, and well

researched. The first volume, Seattle 1900-1920: Boomtown, Urban 
Turbulence, to Restoration ( 1991) set high standards. [See Columbia 6/ 
2 (Summer 1992): 47.] Volume two, Seattle, 1921-1940: From Boom 
to Bust ( 1992) required more than 5 50 pages to fit in all that Bemer 
wanted to say, but he said it with authority and balanced judgment. 
The most recent volume covers the period from 1941 to the off-year 
city election of November 1950. 

In three parts, each with chapters and subheadings, the story 
unfolds: internment of Japanese-Americans, the growth of Boeing, 
the role of women in the work force, and the emergence of a new 
problem: traffic. Labor activity and union leaders, like Dave Beck 
and Harry Bridges, are prominent in the Seattle story, but so too are 
the activities and leaders of the University of Washington, the Se
attle Chamber of Commerce, the Seattle Housing Authority and the 
Washington Pension Union. Mayor William F. Devin dominates 
local politics. Warren G. Magnuson and Albert F. Canwell come in 
for a lot of comment because they link Seattle with national issues. 
But always their affairs are placed in context with the voice of the 
electorate in city elections. The author chose excellent illustra
tions-he is an admirer of photographic historian Paul Dorpat and it 
shows-and there is a serviceable index. Fifty pages of end notes also 
serve as the book's "shadow" bibliography. 

It is good when assessing Seattle to reflect on a subchapter title 
where Bemer asks the question: Is Seattle a microcosm of the nation? 
Maybe, but more likely it is unique to itself. One thing is for certain. 
No other city, save possibly New York and Chicago, has had its 20th
century history as closely chronicled as Seattle. What sets Bemer's 
work above similar efforts by other cities is the depth of his research 
in primary sources. The Manuscripts Collection, Archives, and Spe
cial Collections divisions of the University of Washington Library 
are principal contributors to this series on Seattle, but Bemer also dug 
deeply into documents at the Seattle Public Schools, the City of 

Seattle Archives, Seattle Public Library, Boeing, the Regional 
Branch of the National Archives, and the Museum of History and 
Industry. Most impressive of all, the research hit high gear when 
Berner consulted with nationally recognized historians Richard 
Kirkendall, Jane Sanders, and Roger Daniels. No Pacific Northwest 
history collection in any state library should be without this volume. 

Sharon Prendergast has been a Spokane librarian for more than 40 years. She is 
currently assigned to the Gonzaga University Special Collections and Archives. 

ADAPTING in 
EDEN 

Oregon's Catholic 
Minority, 

1838-1986 

By Patricia Brandt & 
Lillian A. Pereyra 

Adapting in Eden 
Oregon's Catholic Minority, 1838-1986 
By Patricia Brandt and Lillian A. Pereyra. 
Pullman: Washington State University Press, 
2002; 216 pp., $21.05. 

Reviewed by Eleanor R. Carriker. 

From our earliest youth most of us have been cautioned at one 
time or another by our elders not to talk about religion in polite 
conversations. Doing so might offend someone. Happily, that 

restriction no longer applies. Today scholars in all fields, but histori
ans especially, recognize that history without an examination of 
religion is, well, as the orange juice commercial used to say: "like a 
day without sunshine." Far from being reluctant to approach the 
subject, historians in the 21st century are eager to examine the 
religious roots of communities, individuals, and institutions because 
of the insights such a study provides. Patricia Brandt, a retired librar
ian from Oregon State University, and Lillian Pereyra, a retired 
history professor from the University of Portland, are following the 
trend and have jointly written a valuable book on 150 years of 
Oregon history with a focus on Catholic issues. 

The archbishops of the Portland Diocese take center stage for much 
of the volume. But there is also good coverage of the Catholic influence 
on health care and education for all of Oregon. The bibliography is 
especially worthwhile, probably the influence of Patricia Brandt. Since 
there is at present no bibliography of Catholic history in the Pacific 
Northwest, the manuscript and printed sources, both primary and 
secondary, listed here are useful and appreciated. Washington has 
benefited from the voluminous research and writing of Jesuit historian 
Wilfred P. Schoenberg, S.J., plus some individual efforts such asAhun
'Jance of Grace: The Hi.:Jtory of the Arch'Jwce.1e of Seattle, 1850-2000, edited 
by Christine M. Taylor (Strasbourg, France: Editions du Signe, 2000), 
but thus far the Evergreen State does not have the same kind of 
synthesis that is produced by Adapting in Eden. The book under review 
reads well, is timely, and shows evidence of strong research. 

Eleanor R. Carriker is coauthor of three books on] esuit missions and missionaries 
and the compiler of thousands of pages of archival documents on Catholic history. 

Address all review copies and related communications to: 

Robert C. Carriker, Columbia Reviews Editor 
Department of History, Gonzaga University 

Spokane, WA 99258 
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T OUR MEMBERS 

ittle by little our membership community is grow, 
ipg. This is a challenge in an environment where 
every day more and more cultural organizations are 

competing for members. The Historical Society's mem, 
bership, currently at about 3,000, is a measure of commu, 
nity support. Members provide invaluable advocacy and 
revenue to keep our organization strong. Growing our 
membership is more important than ever as the Society, 
like other state,funded agencies, faces serious budget cuts. 
This year earned revenue-a great portion of which 
comes from membership fees-must cover 30 percent of 
our operating costs. 

We thank you for your loyalty and want you to know 
how much we appreciate your membership. While each of 
us can only do so much, we hope you will consider upgrad, 
ing your membership level when you renew. Every dollar 
makes a difference and allows us to continue our work. If 
you cannot upgrade-or even if you can-please also 
consider inviting a friend to join our community of mem, 
bers. I am confident that if you value the quality programs 
and services the Society provides-like COLUMBIA The 
Magazine of Northwest History and members,only events 
and exhibit openings-like,minded friends will be glad 
you told them about us. 

We are "stepping up" our membership program by im, 
proving and increasing communication efforts and offer, 
ing more programs and events. By doing this we hope you 
will get more involved and get to know us better-we 
want to get to know you, too. In that vein, please take 
note of these upcoming events: 

We recently celebrated the opening of the exhibition, 
1001 Curious Thing: Tales from Ye Olde Curiosity Shop, at 
the History Museum in Tacoma. In the new tradition 
we started with the Lewis and Clark program kickoff 
event, we hosted a lecture by exhibit curator Kate 
Duncan and offered some curious and strange activities 
for all ages to enjoy. 

Saturday, April 26, is a date to remember. That is 
when the exhibit, Vanishing Logger: An American Pro, 
fession in Transition, opens at the History Museum. 
There will be a members,only reception that evening 
featuring a lecture followed by light refreshments and 
conversation. Expect to find more information about 
this event in your mailbox in the very near future. 

Thank you again for all that you do for us. If you 
see me or our director, David Nicandri, at a Histori, 

~~~-:=~:--~~=-~~:~---------~= cal Society event, be sure to come over and introduce yourself. We always look forward to meeting our mem, 
bers and expanding our community of friends. 

-Brenda Hanan, Development Manager 
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World Class. Face to Face. 

lnterculturalJourneys 
Captured Honor 
POW Survival in the 
Philippines and Japan 
Bob Wodnik 

The time is November 194 5. 
An autumn evening finds Jack 
Elkins before a large gathering 
of townspeople clamoring to 
hear about his experiences. 
Jack is unable to talk about 
what happened during his 
three years in Japanese prison 
camps. Standing up to the 
microphone, he whispers 
barely ten words to the 
audience, then sits down

and tries for the next half-century to forget. 
Author Bob Wodnik has masterfully compiled the stories of 

several World War II prisoners of war into a non-fiction historical 
work with the feel of a novel. Readers glimpse the unrelenting 
physical agony and mental anguish of these young heroes as they 
struggle for survival, and then, following years of captivity, make 
the difficult and awkward return to civilization. 

Intertwined throughout these gripping descriptions are 
letters hoarded by a hotel night clerk in Everett, Washington, 
that weave a picture of hometown life, as well. The patriotism, 
the rationing, the blackouts, the missing loved ones, all altered 
those left stateside, and provide insight into a generation of 
Americans. 

Photographs• maps• index• 6" x 9" • 192 pages 
Paperback• ISBN 0-87422-260-5 • $19.95 
Available in June 2003 

Visit our web site at wsupress.wsu.edu 

WSU Press books are available at bookstores or order direct: 
Washington State University Press (CM) 

PO Box 645910 
Pullman,WA 99164-5910 
Phone: 800-354-7360 • Fax: 509-335-8568 
E-mail: wsupress@wsu.edu 

ValiantWomen in War 
and Exile 
Thirty-eight true stories 
Sally Hayton-Keeva 

First published in the 1980s, this 
timeless collection of women's 
personal accounts crosses political 
and cultural boundaries, and includes 
every major war from pre-World War 
I Europe to the jungles of Central 
America in the 1980s. The women 
endured concentration camps, 
atomic bombs, home-
land invasions, terrorism, and guerilla warfare. Whether in their 
homes, prison camps, active combat, or serving refugees, they 
took command of their lives and did what had to be done. 

Their stories describe the lifelong physical, emotional, and 
spiritual impact of their grief, terror, and loss and reveal that for 
women, war is not about glory and camaraderie and heroism. 
Instead, it is about the quiet valor born of individual suffering and 
triumph over adversity. 

Photographs• bibliography• 51/z" x 8 1'4'' • 240 pages 
Paperback• ISBN 0-87422-263-X • $19.95 
Available in May 2003 

The Oil Prince 
Karl May 

Translated by Herbert Windolf 
Foreword by William Bork 

Karl May's beloved "travel" books 
have shaped a uniquely European 
version of the post-Civil War 
American West and have been 
rewritten for the stage, movies, and 
even comic books. This unabridged 
release from WSU Press continues 
the exploits of Old Shatterhand, 

KARL AY 

Chief Winnetou, and their cohorts in the Old Arizona frontier of 
the 1860s. 

With gunfights, saloons, wagon trains, and Indians on the 
warpath, The Oil Prince contains all the elements of a classic 
Western. Rarely out of print since it was first published as a book 
in the German language in 1897, it is a companion piece to 
Winnetou, May's original book in his series featuring Old 
Shatterhand and Winnetou. Winnetou was translated by David 
Koblick and published by WSU Press in 1999. 

Illustrations• 51/z" x 8 1'4'' • 368 pages 
Paperback • ISBN 0-87 422-262-1 • $18. 95 
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Ronald & Rita Adsitt, $500, 
Annual Fund 

Putnam Barber & Ms. 
Valerie Lynch, $500, 
Annual Fund 

Redmond J. & Suzanne W. 
Barnett, $500, Annual 
Fund 

Ray & Charlotte Chalker, 
$500, Annual Fund 

Larry & Judith Kopp, 
$1,000, Annual Fund 

George Long, Jr., $500, 
Annual Fund 

John M. McClelland, Jr., 
$24,000, History Lab 

Alex McGregor, $1,000, 
Annual Fund 

Murray Foundation, $1,000, 
Annual Fund 

Sid & Bette Snyder, $500, 
Annual Fund 

Titus-Will Families Founda
tion, $1,000, Annual Fund 

A. Marcella Williams, 
$1,000, State Capital 
Museum 

Dale & Elizabeth Willis, 
$500, Annual Fund 

Bill & Carole Zuppe, $1,500 
Annual Fund 

The Army Historical Foun• 
dation, $150,000 Beyond 
Lewis and Clark Exhibit 

Sandra & William 
Cammarano 

Michael & Lynn Garvey 
Charles W. Matthaei 
Murray Pacific Corporation 
Loie Robinson 
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Mr. & Mrs. Paul E. 
Anderson 

Redmond J. Barnett 
Suzanne Wilson Barnett 
Compliance Services 

International 
Comte's & Associates, Inc. 
Dave Edwards & Pat 
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Mr. & Mrs. Philip S. Hayes 
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Thomas H. Robinson 
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Curtright Gallery 
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Research 
Island County Historical 
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Moss Adams, LLP 
Plastic Supply, Inc. 
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Price, 

Jr. 

Jack & Marian Adams 
Robert Adolphson 
Roland Adolphson 
Ronald & Rita Adsitt 
Richard Albrecht 
Jeffrey Alexander 
Betsey C. Allen 
Mrs. Marvyl M. Allen 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Allen 
Mr. William B. Alley 
Norm & Margot Andersen 
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Anderson 
Mrs. Arthur R. Anderson 
Mr. & Mrs. John Arbini 
Mrs. Kelley Ashby 
Atkinson-Betz Family 
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Bader 
Larry W. Bafus 
Mable L. Bailey 
Mr. & Mrs. Roscoe K. Balch 
Jane Barfoot-Hodde 
John & Sally Barline 
Michael Bartanen 
Marianne H. Bastin 
Mr. &Mrs. WilliamE. 

Baxter 
Dr. W. Brandt Bede 
James R. Bellamy 
Ben B. Cheney Foundation 
Charles Bingham 
Shirley Birchfield 
Carol L. Bish 
Leif H. Bjorseth 
John M. Bloxom, Jr. 
Bonneville, Viert, Morton & 

McGoldrick 
Mary Bosch Read 
Richard & Mary Ann 

Boulanger 
Len & Jo Braarud 
Dessie M. Brady 
Jeff & Gloria Brain 
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Brashem 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. 

Bressler 
Herb & Shirley Bridge 
Dr. & Mrs. Alan D. Brooks 
Marge Brouillet 
Richard A. Brown 
William R. & Sharon R. 

Brown 
Muriel Bruning 
The Hon. Robert J. Bryan 
Robin & Margo Buchan 
Terry & Phyllis Buckridge 
Jim Burg 
John Campbell 
Ms. Mary Ewen Campbell 

Ltc. (Ret.) & Mrs. M. C. 
Cannon 

Sherrill Carlson 
Central Washington 

Agricultural Museum 
Charlotte & Ray Chalker 
Ms. H. Chamberlain 
Brad & Carolyn Cheney 
Pam Christensen 
Rufus W. Clark 
Arthur H. Clark Company 
George & Betty Coates 
Gretchen Collins 
Karen Comer 
Nancy & Parker Compau 
Terry Cooney 
Paul & Charlotte Cooper 
Foster S. Cronyn 
Albert H. Culverwell 
D. V. & Ida McEachern 

Charitable Trust 
Llyn De Danaan 
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Mr. &Mrs. William A. 
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James Degel & Jeanne 
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Clare & Richard S. De Vine 
Steve & Barbara Didis 
Dr. Paul DiDonato 
Kelly & Dave Dittmar 
B. J. Docherty 
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Donovan 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dressel, 
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Patrick W. Dunn 
Mrs. Arthur G. Dwelley 
E. K. & Lillian F. Bishop 
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Robert & Mary Earhart 
Mr. & Mrs. F. Talmage 
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George, Laura & Talmage 
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Carol Edwards 
Mr. & Mrs. G. Thomas 

Edwards 
Steven D. Ellersick 
Carolyn Else 
Ralph Enos 
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne J. 

Erickson 
Wes Estes 
Robert E. Ficken 
Mrs. John M. Fluke, Sr. 
Donald M. Ford 
Delveda Fortier 
Robert & Karen Fountain 
Charles & Karla Fowler 
Frank Russell Company 
J.M. Fredrickson 
John A. & Nancy I. 
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Carl & Sara Geist 
Norman P. Gerken 
Carolyn Ghilarducci 
Phyllis & Bill Gill 
Kit Gillem 
Tom & Dolores Glump 
Gordon Thomas Honeywell 
Irene Gorski 
Gerald G. Gose 

Gottfried & Mary Fuchs 
Foundation 

George Grant 
Grant County PUD 
Grantmaker Consultants 
Michael K. Green 
Neal Grenley 
Daniel K Grimm 
Josephine Lepley Gunderson 
Janice Haley 
Kathryn Haley 
Michael R. Hallman 
M. Scott Hamilton 
John C. Hanscom 
H. DeForest Hardinge 
Mike Harrison 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Hart 
Dr. David Hellyer 
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Serena Hendrickson 
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Monte E. Hester 
Mr. & Mrs. Neal Heston 
John Hewitt, Jr. 
Steve & Sandy Hill 
Robert & Colleen Hitchcock 
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory 

Hitchcock 
Dr. & Mrs. Richard A. 

Hoffmeister 
Sen. & Mrs. Jim Honeyford 
Hazel M. Hood 
John W. Hough 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward V. 

Hudson 
David Huelsbeck 
Tom & Mary Ann Huff 
Mr. & Mrs. James E. 

Hulbert 
Robert R. & Patricia J. Hunt 
Hutton Settlement, Inc. 
William Jackson 
Richard E. Jardeen 
Robert & Jean Jensen 
Mr. & Mrs. James G. 

Juneman 
Mr. & Mrs. Chris Kealy 
Sara Kendall 
John & Judy Kent 
KeyBank of Washington 
Harriet & Rick Kirk 
Carol & Edward Kirstein 
Rochelle Klein 
Carl, Linda & Courtney 

Knecht 
Kongsgaard-Goldman 

Foundation 
Larry & Judith Kopp 
Guy Kopriva 
Leonard Korslund & Leston 

Graham 
John & Karen Kramlich 
George Lackermayer 
Ottie A. Ladd 
David E. Lamb 
Mr. & Mrs. Floyd Lamken 
Arthur K. Langlie 
Robert & Penny Larkins 
John & Maureen Larsen 
Laurie Law & 

Richard Banghart 
Mr. & Mrs. James Layton 
Suzanne Lebsock 
Herman & Griselda Lehrer 

Virginia M. Leitch 
Dr. Paul Edwin LeRoy 
Larry Levy 
Charles & Pauline Le Warne 
Shirley A. Lewis 
Alan Liddle 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward E. 

Liesse 
Callista J. Lillard 
Sharon Lofton 
Dawn & Fernand Lucien 
Drs. Mark Ludvigson & 

Carol J. Kovanda 
M. J. Murdock Charitable 

Trust 
Douglas B. MacDonald 
Alice Mailloux 
William L. Malcomson 
Kathy Manke 
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Manley 
Ted Mann 
D. E. Manning 
Pat & Judy Manza 
Fred Marra 
William & Errollynne Marsh 
John R. Marshall 
Mason County Historical 

Society 
Joan Matson 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald P. 

McClain 
John M. McClelland, Jr. 
Hugh McDonald 
Larry & Joanne McDonald 
Melanie & Greg McFarland 
Dr. & Mrs. J. L. McKain 
Robert McKelvey 
Mr. & Mrs. T. A. 

Meis berger 
Mr. & Mrs. Galen Mell 
Janeanne Upp & Dale Meyer 
Caroline Millar 
Sean & Elizabeth Mitchell 
Marie Monahan 
Danford & Frances Moore 
Rex & Laurel C. Morgan 
Mr. & Mrs. James F. Morris 
Denise Morris 
Dr. David Musto 
National Archives & Records 

Administration 
Edward & Betty Jo Neils 
Murray & Bonnie Nelson 
Martha T. & Eugene W. 

Nester 
David L. Nicandri 
Nick & Gloria Nickolas 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Nicolai 
Dr. Richard F. Noble 
John L. O'Brien 
Val Ogden 
Jerry C. Olson 
Oregon Archaeological 

Society 
Dr. Robert Ostericher 
Paccar Foundation 
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Palmer 
Phillip & Florence Paulsrude 
Sally Paxton 
Jeff R. Peacock 
Mrs. Charles T. Pearson 
Patty Pecchenino 
Thornton Perry 
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Dennis H. Peterson Robert W. & Helen L. Alfie Treleven TE 
James R. Peterson Skidmore Allan T reuer I 

Richard & Millie Peterson Jim Slakey Teresa M. Tuel Anacortes Museum 
Mr. & Mrs. Shane Peterson Arnold & Marian Slater Molly Tuohy Foundation 

Wendy Phillips Randal Slater Mr. & Mrs. James T. Bainbridge Island Historical 

Doris & John Pieroth Janet & Denman Smith Tweedie Society 

Thomas Plumley Kathleen Lopp Smith U.S. Bank of Washington Ballard Historical Society 

Marjorie & Max Power Samuel & Patricia Smith Mr. & Mrs. R. Lawrence Central Washington 

Frank Pratt Betty Snowden Vercio Agricultural Museum 

Bob Preble Karen Snyder Elizabeth E. Verhey Bigelow House Preservation 

Don & Sondra Purcell Sid & Bette Snyder Deedra & Chuck W alkey Association 

Quest for Truth Foundation Sidney Snyder, Jr. Mary Ann Walters Clallam County Historical 
Society Museum 

Claire Thompson Raaum Pat Soden Washington Mutual Savings 
Columbia Gorge Interpretive 

David A. Rash Hardyn Soule Bank 
Center 

Sandra Reid and David & Edward E. Springer Paul Wehking 
Cowlitz County Historical 

Ben Boe Steilacoom Historical George & Marie Weis Society 
Mike & Anne Repass Museum Association Lynn E. Weiss East Benton County 
James B. Rhoads Jackie Stenger Mr. & Mrs. C. Wekell Historical Society 

Fred & Alyne Richard W. Clinton Sterling David & Wendy Welch Edmonds-South Snohomish 

Kent Richards Ms. Lavonne Stewart• Dr. A. G. Wesselius County Historical Society 

Mr. & Mrs. Douglass W. Campbell Donald & Laura Westergard Enumclaw Plateau Historical 

Richter Joan B. Stout Weyerhaeuser Company Society 

Paula B. Riggert Susan Suess Foundation Ezra Meeker Historical 

Mandi Roberts June Summerville William M. Wheeler Society 

Mollie Robertson Marvin Sundquist Mr. & Mrs. Leavitt S. White Fircrest Civic and Heritage 

Mr. & Mrs. Michael S. Mr. & Mrs. Loyd H. Mr. & Mrs. E. K. Whiteman Association 

Robinson Sutherland Bob Whitney Foothills Historical Society 

Charles B. Roe Randy & Abbie Swangard Jim & Elaine Wick Fort Lewis Military Museum 

Mrs. Richard Rosenthal Matt Sweeting Family Mr. & Mrs. James M. Will Fort Nisqually Association 

Lillian Ross Synergy Construction, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. James W. Will Fort Vancouver Historical 

Roger L. Rue Tacoma Arts & Crafts William W. & Florence B. 
Society of Clark County 

Virginia Ryan Association Kilworth Foundation Fort Walla Walla Museum 

Mr. & Mrs. John Sadon Tacoma Public Utilities Al Williams Fox Island Historical Society 

SAFECO Insurance Company Joe Taller Jacqueline B. Williams Franklin County Historical 

Julidta Tarver Carolyn H. Williamson 
Society 

Doug & Cathy Schrock 
The Baker Foundation Frances A. Williamson 

Friends of the Everett Public 
Seattle City Light 

The Boeing Company Sheila Williamson 
Library 

Seattle Foundation Gig Harbor Peninsula 
Bob & Eva Seidel The News Tribune Elizabeth Willis Historical Society 

Sharon Selden Janet Thompson John Willmarth Grant House Folk Art Center 

Gregory & Zari Semerdjian Tim Thomson Mack F. Wilson Highline School District 

Paul & Jane Shafer Virginia Thorson Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Wing Museum at Sunnydale 

Robert & Ruth Shedd Joanne Titus Thompson Mr. & Mrs. F. E. Witenberg Historic Fort Steilacoom 

Jack M. Sheridan Timberland Bank R. Lorraine Wojahn Association 

Elizabeth Sholund Dr. Herbert E. Todd Anne Wood & Terry Mace Historical Society of Michigan 

John Simmons Jean Barrett-Scott Tokareff Christopher T. Young & Jefferson County Historical 

Mr. & Mrs. Phil Simon Mr. & Mrs. Les Tolzin Jill Purdy Society 

Stuart Simon Sheri & Jeff Tonn Mrs. Byron Youtz Key Peninsula Historical 

Harold & Carolyn Simonson Mr. & Mrs. Richard Toth Society 

Eckard & Patricia Toy, Jr. Kitsap County Historical 
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A timeless treasure for people of all ages . .. 
Washington's history is a magical gift to your family, friends, and colleagues 
when given in the form of a membership to the Washington State Historical 
Society. With membership levels to match every budget, and benefits to 
match every life--style, a gift of membership is the perfect way to share the 
fun and fascination of Washington's diverse people and places. 
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Lewis County Historical 
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Remember-all members receive a subscription to COLUMBIA Magazine and 
FREE admission to the Washington State History Museum in Tacoma 

and the State Capital Museum in Olympia. 

For more information, please contact the membership secretary 
at 253/798--5902 or visit our web site: WWW.WSHS.ORG. 



1001 CURIOUS THINGS: 
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Washington State Historv Museum 
1911 Pacific Avenue 
Tacoma, Washington 
1-888-BE-THERE 
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Puvalluu Tribe of Indians 

19-01-1840 

March 15, 2003 to 
September 7, 2003 
For more information: 

www.wshs.org 


